


It's a Pfauter •..in stock. and available
today with these outstanding
features ...an standard.!

r!fGE FANUC Series ]5 CNC, with
universal-menu programming to
fully automate setup
FANUC Digital AC servo drives
00 .aU5 axes, as well asFANUC
microproce. sor-controlled hob
spindle drive system

Ii1'Workta'ble with two-start double
worm. and worm gear drive

[!(Hob, head with tangential slide.
including hydro-mechanical
dampinglunc1amping of
hob head swivel

r!f Quick~change hob arbor
damping. including hydro-
mechanical clamping attachment
for outboard bearing support

r!fSm.all roolpriot. design. including
attached-tank hydraulic and
recirculating lube y tem

!!f.BlliU and supported 'by American
Pfauter, ccnveniently located in
Rockford. Illinois U.S.A.

.J"

I .'

...And much morel
For the gear hobber you've always wanted,
call (815) 282,-.3000

1351 Windsor Road
Loves Palk, IL 61132·2698 U.S.A.

LmI8t1 pailllefsllJp
Phone:S15-282-3OQO
Telefax: 815-282-3075

CIRCLE A-11on READER SERVICE 'CARD



In response [0 industry's demand ..
for higher production and accu-
racies. and as a result of the
successful introduction of our
Wafer concept for throw-away
tools. PMCf has developed the
Opli-Ga.~'ihNhob.
This hob. designed for a specific
production application. optimizes
the hob design for maximum
benefits in p~oductivity and
generated gear geometry.
Until nov,', most hobs have been
designed with the minimum
number of gashes to produce a
required gear tooth geometry cou-
pled with the maximum number
of available resharpenings,
Today's high costs ofuperation
demand higher production rates

of~eraccur.acy
fewer. more
The Opti-Gash has been
developed to meet these demand-
ing and conflicting requirements.
OUf engineers desiuned this hob
arounl a specific chip load and
created a tool having an optimum
number of gashes at a diameter
and length to suit the machine
capabil ity and part requirement.
The result is a hob which will
produce a high degree of form
accuracy - and a machine culling
load generating low-spindle
torques - producing as a conse-
quence the highest possible lead
and index accuracy.
The low chip-load, high-quality
tool steel and coatings ..alung with

Limited Pannershlp

efficient cutting geometry result
in higher cutting rates and many
more pieces per sharpening than
with conventional solid or
segmental hohs,
The resulting reduction in machine
change-over time, rcsharpening
and recoarinu costs more than
compensate; for the reduced
number of available sharpenings.
Accuracy'! The Opti-Gash is
available in all accuracv classes=
better than AA DIN or-AGMA
standards if required. For a spe-
cific proposal on an Opti-Gash
hob for your application, send
full pan and machine data [0 Jour
local representative or contact
the PMCf sales engineer for
your area.

Cuttin
1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950. Loves Park. IL 61132-2950 USA
Telephone 815-877·8900 • FAX 815-877-0264
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far ......
culling toollla
fit anyb8V81
glar cutting
machines.

_~"klRGf offanng qthe best Ingear
cdIng IIe\lunmg and 1inlshlno machlnety I

1fIe quality found In our line ot cutting tools
equals or exceeds all competitors.

All GMI bevel gear tools offer the same
high precision and high performance as
OEM tools, only at a significant savings!
Our tools use high-tensile steel to increase
their resistance to wear and increase the
volume of material removed between
sharpening operations.

Strict manufacturing specifications on
process and heat treatment guarantee high
Quality throughout the tool llte. Excellent
tooth finish is ensured by precision
machining and superior control of surface
finish. And to ensure that all tools meet GMI
standards, they are all tested using state-of-
the-art control processes.

GMI bevel gear tools - the best value
available in modern high precision bevel gear
cutting tools.

OMI otters a wide variety of modern high precision bevel gear
cutting tools, with the GMI Quality that exceeds our competitors.

GMI gives you the edge to emerge as a major player in a world eC(JRomy.

GMI
6108 Ivandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence., OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (216), 642-0231
CIRCLE .0.·57 on, READER SERVICE CARD
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NOW
OUHAVE

OTHER CHOICE ••.
and itls made in A:MERICA!

ANJ Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing source of spiral 'gear roughing:
and finishing cutters and bodies.
We can manufacture new spiral bodies in
diameters of 5" througlh12" at present.
A/W can also supp.ly roughing and finishing
cutlers, hardware and replacement parts for
most 5" -12" diameter bodies.
Whether it's service or manufacturing,. consider
us as an alternative source for replacement parts
and hardware as well as bodies and cutters.
You'll be in for a pleasant surprise.

61.2 Harrison • Royal Oak, Michigan 48067
NEW! Str,aiglht Bevel Cutters. Telephone (810) 544-3852. FAX (810) 589-1690
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Gear down your process
control costs
AHo.d:abl!e, anal'ysis

The new PC-based QC 1000 gear inspection system performs fast,
repeatable and highly accurate index, lead and profile tests on internal
and external spur and helical gears and splines..And it does all this so
economically that even a small shop now can replace several manual gear
checkers witha powerfuleasy-ro-use eNC gear inspection system.

Full ,4·ax:is vallue
Unlike some competitors' 3-axis systems, the

QC 1000 offers real value with fu114-axiseNC
capability that handles work pieces up to 15" long
and 9" in diameter.

Learn mo",e now
Phone 513/85,9-8273 or Fax 513/859-4452.

And find out how easily you can reduce your gear
manufacturing costs.

MSM PRECISION
SYSTEMS Corporation

AN ACME-CLEVELAND COMPANY
CIRCLE A·S on READER SERVICE. CARD
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EmTORI'AL PAG,E 1 _

consider integrating computers into OUf

manufacturing processes. bUI. when. how

and which ones. Even for tho e among us

for whom the computer manufacturing rev-

olution is old news, the rapid developments

in both CNC hardware and software

demand constant watching.

And that's the rub. Computer technology

seems to change faster than a Pentium chip

can process data, and in an industry where

a machine upgrade can cost a hunched

thousand dollars or more, nobody wants to

be stuck in an obsolescence backwater six
months down the road. On the other hand,

wailing for the technological change to

slow down before upgrading isto wait fora

bus that'snever going 10 arrive ..

But there are solutions. They're not

always simple. neat, tidy or risk-free, but

they're there. In this issue, we hope 10 help

you sort through the megabyte of infor-

mation all computerized gear design and manufacturing

so you can arrive at the solotion that's best for your par-

ticular situation.

Change, even when it's for the better, is never com-

fortable .. The learning curve is frequently deeper. more

expensive and harder to navigate than we first thought.

But it can be done. The companies featured in this issue

have done it. With intelligent planning and care, you can

do it too.

Michael Goldstein

Publisher & Editor-in-Chief

WAITING FDA THE RATE OF

[HANluE 10 SL~W
"~o the new Gear Technology.
'~i~sue we begin bringing you a

new look-a new cover, new graphics. a
new. broader and more inclusive editorial

focus. Our goal is to be an even better

resource for the entire gear industry.

To our loyal readers who. have told us

how much they value the "old" Gear
Technology, please be reassured that we

will continue to being you high-quality

research articles that cover the latest in gear

design and manufacturing advances. AI. the

ametime, we will be expanding our cover-

age and making bOl.h our graphics and edi-
torial more "reader-friendly ....

As we have prepared this first issue of

the "new" Gear Tech, OUl' focu subjecs->

computers and gear manufaeturmg-s-has

been resonant of ollr situation here. lust as

the changing times and needs of our read-

ers have demanded that we change the way I

we do things, the chang.ing times. technology and

demands of the marketplace require that gear manufac-

turers and designers let go of some comfortable. even

cherished, practices to keep up with the competition.

In our conversations with some of you over the last

few weeks, we haveheard the arne refrain: The suc-

cessful gear manufacturer today will produce gears

faster, more efficiently, perhaps in smaller lot sizes, and

at lower costs than ever before. And to meet these goals,

these manufacturers will integrate the computer even

more thoroughly into their total business environment.

While the computer revolution has come more slowly

to the gear industry than to some other areas of manufac-

turing. it has indeed arrived. Ready or not, cybergearing

is here. The question no longer is whether we should

is tcJ Will!fir if bus
tiM! willncrcr amtr. '
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~+-t--t--t-"TRUE DIMENSIO:N GElIR.INSPECTI

Provides aetual over
baU/pin measure-
ment ofa:ny helieal
or spur .gear or
spline without the

--+--+--fneed of costly
setting masters:

Provides vital B.PJJ.
informatwn. --if-+--I

CAP:ACIT'Y:
9" O.D.
8" I.D~--.---f--f

85110:1110 P,IIKE• CINCINNATI, OHII'I' 45245. PH ~51!31752-6000.' FAll '(513) 152~5599'
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CHOOSE 'THE ,GEAR IIINSIPECTI'ON SYSTEM
T'HAT WORKS BEST FOR YOUi

If you run a small to medium-size gear manu-
facturing company, the IRC-400 Series could
be your best choice. It can help you speed
up your inspection process. Lower your re-
jection rate. Reduce your manufacturing

costs. Even improve the quality of
your product. Perhaps it can give you

. the competitive edge
-----1 you've been looking for!

To learn mere, call,
write, or FAX today!

The RrC-400 SERI ES
• Fast, Accurate Measurement-

Spacing/lndex, Lead,
Involute Profiile

• state-ct-me-an. 4-Axes System
• Easy-to-use-IBM-Based
• Cost-Effective,Affordable
• Checks Gears, SpUnes,

Hobs, and More
• Small Footprint
• 360,0 CNC IRotary Probe

Technology Tha" Works ....For You!

CIRCLE A·20' en IREADER: REPLY CARD,
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GEAIR PR.O:fltES _

Jim Gleason of
The Gleason Works

~at follows is the first of a series :
oJ interviews GeaJ' T,ecl:mology is ,C01l- :

tiucting'With leaders in the gear indus-
try. We will he aIRing them for their ;
insights 012 'Wherethe industry is, what :
it's been and 'Where thry see .it gaing in .
the future. OUT first interv.;ew is with
Jim Gleason,.,'widen! and chairman oJ
Gleason Corporation, Rochester, NY.

GT: What do you see as the state or
the Amer,ican gear industry toda.y?
Is it better Dr worse off than it was
10 years ago?
JG: I thinklhe American gear indus-
try is in significantly better hape than
it. was 110 or even five yean ago.
There are a number of reasons for
this, The U.S. economy hascertainly
buoyed up everyone of Ihe U.S. man-
ufacturers. Secondly, there are a num-
bel' of things that the manufacturer
themselves have done 10 improve
their situation, For example, many
manufacturers have streamlined their
organizational structures, and many
have appliedlolal qualityprinciples to
their operations ..

GT: Whe!re do you see the gear
indust,ry being 10 year from DOW?

wm it grow Dr shrink.?
JG: American. companies are going to

have to think about establishing a
presence our ide the U.S. It will
become ever more important to be
able to serve the customer in more

'than one geographic region of 'the
world. If American manufacturers are
able to gain market share over eas, I
shink [here will be some room for
growth, but I don't think il will be
dramatic. Increasing productivity win
probably put some limits on staffing
levels, butas equipment rnanufactur-
ers, we hope that capital investment
in new machines Is abo a part of
increasing productiv ity.

GT: What de you see II·· the
strengthsand weaknesse . of th,e
American gear industry today?
IG: We're operating in an environ-
ment where our cost structures are
very competitive. Many of the
American firms have taken the i sue
of quality very seriously •.and many
have instituted program to improve

both quality and productivity .. T,he
current economy will probably pro-
vide a nurce of capita] so that rein-
vestment and needed improvements
will be affordable for many firm .
We're at a point where the trength of
U.S. indnstry i .quite good .. We're
operating in an indu try where the
participants vary greatly in size from
the very large to the very small. Some
of the small firms are going to have to

work very hard doing thethings that
will help make them competitive.
That includes acquiring state-of-the-
art equipment and working hard at
establishing quality credentials and
presence in markets out. ide the
United States ..

GT: Where do you ee Gleason as a
,company being in 10 years?
JG: From a strategic point of view.
we're committed to increa ingthe
breadth. of our product offerings in all
phases ofgear manufacturing and to
fine-tuning our manufacturing opera-
tion to the point where we clearly
have the broadest and mo t produc-
tive gear machinery product line in
the industry ..We have an opportunity
to expand our product and market
offerings to areas that are affiliated
with gear rnarsufacrunng, but not
specifically within that category, such
as more comprehensive service and
preventative maintenance contracts or
equipment to manufacture other prod-
ucts with geometric shapes as com-
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plex as gears ..First we have to get our and. while there have been some mar-
own house totatly in order to have ginal reductions. increases in the gen-
tate-of-the-art manufacturing. If end commercial vehicle and other

we're going to convince anybody else markets have much more than offset a
that they ought to buy new machines, drop in defen e.
then we should be a shining example
of that in our own plant. GT: How can gear machinery

presenttbe total manufacturing costs
in the U.S. are lower than in any other
fully indu trialized country. In the
downeconomy of recent years, U.S.
companie have become leaner and
lowered costs. They have appl ied
quality programs and offer quality a

petitors. In addition, the currency
exchange rates have lowered the cost
of U.S.-made product for export.

manufacturers compete in Iroreign good as or better than foreign com-
GT: Has the downsiziing of the markets?
defen e indlllstry bad a ignificant JG: Let me turn that question around,
impact on Gleason's, markets? because r think the foreign compet:i-
JG: Our total sales to the defen e lor better think about what they're
industry have been fairly sporadic. going to do to compete with us. At

I -I

IF.N~LL~
J10B SHI'OPS, GET A BREAK!
Starting next issue, Gear Technology is offeringl aSp,eciall Advertising
Section just for job shops-our Job Shop/lteatlreat Services pages.

F'A..ST' EA.. vi

JOEl SHOP/HEAT TREAT SERVICES
n. MiM<..-~ ..... ~...... __ ._ .. ~

...-. I1!: til .. "'- ........

One phone call is all it takes. You 'get a 1/8th page ad complete with I'ogo,
and space to sell your services. Simply send IJS

'·,50 words o,tICOP'Y • An imag:e' of your Icompany logo • $500

That's iit. We tak.e car'e of ~he rest,

'Ca,1IPatricia Flam at 708-431·6604 to reserve space today in our hot
March/AprillHeat Treatinq Focus issue. IBe'sure to ask about our multi-
Ipl'ei:nsenion discount to save even more money.
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GT: What role do you see for
A'GMA in the future of the gear
indlllstry?
JG: Because so many companie in
this industry are small, an organiza-
lion like AGMA can playa tremen-
dously constructive role in keeping
people informed about direction of
technology. quality programs, how to
approach foreign markets ... a whole
array of que rions that small compa-
nies have a hard time answering. Of
course, the traditional roles of setting
standards that benefit the entire indus-
try and communicating effectively
internationally with respect to stan-
dards are also of vital importance.

GT: A an ,exporting manufacturer,
what' your reaction to .1 09000"!'
I it good or bad ior :your busines ?
JG: On balance I think: it's positive.
Any set of guidelines that can assist 1I

company in improving its whole sys-
tem of quality i good. Sometime the
application of thoseguidelines and
standards can be a little too bureau-
cratic. and T think. ornetimesthe
application of these guideline is for
reasons other than to assure quallry.
such as limiting access to' markets.
But we don't view .it as a hindrance.
In fact, our tooling division is [SO
9000-certifi.ed, and we're looking
forward 10 meeting European Com-
munity standards with regards to safe-
ty issues. The problem with ISO 9000
is that, in and of itself, it does no!
en ure thaI the products you deliver to
your customers are quality product .



Any company that is truly interested
in quality needs to' go beyondfSO
9000 and put in place a total quality
management system to assure that its
ell turners are getting what they
expect and want.

GT: Would you share some success-
es or failures tn doi:ng business with
mainland China?
JG: Some of our machines in China
actually predate the Chinese revolu-
tion. After the embargo was lifted, we
were one of tile first companies to go
back in and actually ship machines.
We now have neari y 700 machines in
China. They have been a somewhat
erratic, hut very good market for us.
Their economic cycles and political
disturbances over the last 20 years
have made it difficult. to predict
what's going to happen, but even that
seems to have steadied itself. As their
economic sophisticatien grows,
they're going to' be a major, growing
market. On balance, our experience
has been very positive. We'veactual-
Iy had as much trouble with U.S.
export controls as we have ever had
with the Chinese. While we vi.ew
China as a terribly important market, I
think it would bea mistake to sit back
in the U.S. and assume all you have to
do is put things in boxes and ship
them. over to China, and they're going
to buy them. They have a huge
requirement for building \lp their own
capabilities, both in a broad sense and
in respect togear rnanufacrurlng, and
I doubtthey're willing to supply all. of
that by simply buying it offshore.
Exporters need to be aggressive in
establishing alliances within China.
We've announced a joint venture for
technical training and service in
China and expect to have it 'consum-
mated very shortly.

GT: Wba.t other "'bot" markds
should we be exploring in the com-
ing years?
JG: Another very interesting inter-

national market is India. The techni-
cal capability and knowledge of
their trained people is pretty impres-
sive ..We're also starting to see some
interesting things coming out of
South America, especially Brazil,
and, of course, Mexico. There are a
number of these interesting potential
international markets with signifi-
cant population bases that represent
some very exciting prospects over
the next W years.

GT: What role do you see the elec-
tronics revolution playing in gear
manufacturing in the future? Win
we eontinue to rely on dedicated
CNC scftware/hardware, or win
PC-based machines wUh network-
ing and multi-tasking be the way of
the future?
JG: I think the direction is dearly
going to be toward PC for all kinds of
reasons, The flexibility of what you
can do in terms of user interfaces is
far more dramatic ..The cost of pro-
duction isalso going to be a major
factor in the selection, and too many
big things are driving us in that direc-
tion for it not to be important. Idon't
think the majority of machines pro-
duced in the U.S. by the year 2000
will be PC-based, but. it won't be too

many years after that.

GT: Ar,e th'ere .any dosing com-
ments you'd like to make?
JG: I'd just like to re-emphasizethat
American gear manufacturers as a
whole are in pretty good condition
and have a very interesting solid base
on which to build our future success ..
A someone who has a lot of concern
for this industry, I think it's a nice
prospect. II's been a while since
we've been in this position. I'm very
enthusiastic about our future. 0
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CNC Gear
Manufacturing

Where Are We Now?

Nancy Bartels

II hese days it's hard '0' get through

brea.kfast .WithO'utreading or hearing
another Sl.Ory about how the computer
is changing the way we Jive, sleep, eat,

breathe. make things and do business .. The
message is that everything is computerized
now, or, if it isn't, it will be by next Tuesday at
the latest. Well, maybe.

No doubt it's hard to find a gear manufac-
turing facility inthe country that doesn't have
a computer at work doing something, even if
it's only keeping the accounts .. But beyond
that. the ttuth is that the computer has CODle to
the gear busine s a lot slower than to other
areas of manufacturing. A lot of people are still
out there caning gears the old fashioned way-
electromechanically.

But for how lang?' How accurate is the mes-
sage. "Upgrade or die"? Is the vision of "the
paperle s factory" and CIM an achievable goal
or Star Wars hype? Has the small size of the
market and the complicated kinematics of the
process doomed gear manufacturing toperen-
nially playing catch-up ban in terms of the
cyber-revolution? Where do computers fit into
gear manufacturing really?

For answer 10 these questions, we went to
the people in the field-the gear machine and
cutting tool manufacturers. the gear companies
and the manufacturers of the computer controls
for the machine.

How the Machine Manufacturers See It
Gear machine makers have been building

CNC machines for better than a decade and
see no reason to stop now. U nothing else,
market condition demand it. "The progress
has definitely been market-driven," says Gary
Kimmet, The Gleason Works' Vice Presidenl-
Engineering. "In the past twenty years, there
has been a happy confluence of the needs of
manufacturers for greater efficiency andlower
production costs andthe giant advances in. the
u e of the computer."

What. the market is asking Ior now is faster
feeds and speed , simpler, faster setups, more
customization, simpler. more user-friendly
coatrols, networking capabilities-Lo short,
anything that will make the gear manufacturing
process more efficient and less expensive.

"The next advance in machines will be in
terms of speed," says Dennis Gimpert, Pres-
ident of Koepfer America. "Curtingtools today
appear to be able [0 run faster than the
machines that drive them."

Peter Kellenberger. Manager of Engineering
for Reishauer, concurs. "I see a move toward
faster and faster setup and easier operation ....

Onepecific process where many of these
issues are addressed is grinding. Kellenberger
predicts that new machines will help make
grinding decisions. Soon the operator will be
able to [put gear data into the machine,and the
software will propose a specific grinding solu-
tion for the gear.

Anolher new computer- generated advance
in grinding is the machine that not only makes



the gears, but inspects them as well. A PC willi
evaluation software is a part of the machine ..
Brian Cluff, Vice President of Sales Engin-
eering at American Pfauter, points. out that this
technology is a special. boon ro shops grinding
large, expensive workpieces, Because the
workpieces don't have to be removed from the
machine, inspection time is shone ned. The
same PC-operated inspection probe can opti-
mize stock removal. and assist the operator in
making grinding decisions.

But grinding is not the only place where
gear machine manufacturers see softwarelhard-
ware advances. Brian Cluff sees a demand.
particularly .among automotive manufacturers,
for dedicated, single-purpose machines wilth
even simpler controls .. This demand is driven
by the need to continue to lower production
costs. "The more you can do on a single
machine, the more you can reduce costs, time
spent and product variation and, therefore,
increase quality."

At the other end of the gear manufacturing
market, job shops have a different set of needs,
which also can be met by advances in CNC.
Job shops need equipment that can do multiple
tasks. They should be looking at machines with
multiple heads that can shape. hob or mill. The
software is resident, and the operator can select
what he or she needs for a particular operation.

Gary Kimmet says, "We win be seeing a
higher degree of cussomization in the future.
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Software 'can be written to meet a customer's
unique needs." He also sees increasing user-
friendliness in machines .. Instructions and
machines will be self-explanatory and intuitive.

Where Does the PC Flit in An This?
While many of us immediately think of the

PC when we think about any kind of computer
technology. gear machine manufacturers differ
about the role it win play in gear manefactur-
ing. Gary Kimmet says, "PCs and workstations
will definitely playa role. The trend is moving
toward network, cellular flow." But he also
add , "This development is all over the map.
depending on the needs of particular cus-
tomers. Some shops will never see themselves
as needing this degree of sophistication."

On the other hand. Dennis Gimpert is less
impressed with the potential role of the PC. "I
don't see them as having much more use than
they have today. They will not run gear mak-
ing machines because they are not "hardened"
for the [shop floor] environment They don't
allow real-time simultaneous processing of
data from the different axes. They're just not
designed to run machine 'IDols."

Peter Kellenberger agrees. "You can use a
PC for expanded memory, but thereisn't really
much can fot this from our customers ....

Manufacturers also disagree over the role of
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (ClM).
Brian Cluff says, "CIM is the wayall gear
manufacturing is going eventually."

But others disagree. Peter Kellenberger
says, "I don't believe in the 'paperless office.'
Everybody still wants a hard copy."

Dennis Gimpert goes even farther. "It's an
I ! extremely expensive option, and I don't think

it's practical at this point," he says, arguing
that CIM doesn't really apply to mass produc-
'lion situations and is too expensive for [he
average job shop. He adds, "1 don't know of
one CIM installation that is truly successful."

He would Like the industry to address what
he sees as more basjcissues. "What's more
important right now is that the American gear
manufacturing equipment is so outdated. It's
more necessary 'to get good new cutting, mea-
suring and sharpening equipment. That's more
important than glitzy computer upgrades."

The Bottom Line
One of the reasons that gear manufacrurmg

has lagged behind other metal cutting process-

Dennis Gin/pert
Koepjer America

Fred Sowinski
Falk Corporation

Nancy ,Bartel!s
is Gear Technology's
Senior Editor.
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Yogi Sharma
Philadelphia Gear
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es in the integration of computers has been the
smallness of the overall market and the price of
new equipment, Computer hardware and soft-
ware manufacturers have naturally gravitated
toward larger markets first, and equipment
buyers have sometimes been hard put to come
up with the dollars necessary to upgrade their
machinery. What are the chances that the fall
of silicon chip prices will bring down the cost
of new machinery?

Pretty small, alas. Gary Kimmet says,
"Costs will drop, but not with the kine! of dra-
matic force seen in personal computers. The
global economy will demand this. The other

thing you might see is holding the line on II
price, but incorporating more and more fea-
tures for the same kine! of money." The other
machinery manufacturers interviewed either
concur with this view or believe the cost of
new machinery will remain stable.

Beyond The Black Box
One of the biggest changes in CNC gear

manufacturing over the last few years has been
in the machine controller or "the black box."
Not so many years ago, every gear machine

piece .. It used to be that YOIl had to make a
tradeoff between accuracy and time, You could
make gears fast or accurate, but not both. Now
that distinction is growing smaller."
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But there are some caveats to keep in mind
when looking at the possibilities offered by the
new CNC controls, particularly when consider-
ing the possibility of PC-based control. systems.

According to 101m Turner, "The evolving
control architecture may represent an invest-
ment risk for gear manufacturers. The real

manufacturer bU.!)1his own. The hardware and investment is in the software developed to
software were proprietary ..Now driven by cost I interlace the control and the machines. If PCs,
pressure and the increased power of generic
CNCs, there has been a shift toward using
commercially available controllers,

In the last few years controller manufactur-
ers have begun to develop the uniquealgo-
rithms required for gear making, the precise
controls required to make an "electronic gear-
box" and to customize the software for gear
manufacturers, In the past, one of the most dif-
ficult parts of computerized gear manufactur-
ing was the programming. The new CNCs I

allow the manufacturers to embed their own
proprietaryinterfaces-s-the graphics, screens,
special programs, etc.-into the CNC software.

John Turner, Manager of CNC Product
Marketing for GE-Fanuc, estimates that as
much as 95% of the controller can now be
generic, with the remaining 5% customized for
the particular gear machine manufacturer.

Mark Devonshire, Manager of Production
Marketing at Allen-Bradley, sees the cost of
centrals coming down while their power goes
up, "Machines are now able to do more in less
lime," he says. "For example we can better
control the tracking of the bobber and the work-

which are consumer-driven in development,
keep changing, manufacturers are running the
risk that in l 8 months or less, expensive pro-
gramming they have written wil) be obsolete."

Turner sees a spht developing. Motion plan-
ning, machine sequencing and interfacing,
where big bucks are spent for programming,
will continue to go in the "traditional CNC."
The PCs will handle the operator interfaces,
the data storage and communications.

Mark Devonshire sees another limitation ..
"We can do the paperless factory now. but the
problem is people have a bunch of machines
from different vendors and of different ages.
And you usually can't upgrade your whole sys-
tem at once. A company could sell a whole
system that could peak together, but that's not
the way companies upgrade,"

The View from the ShopFloor
Gear machinery manufacturers naturally

have a vested interest ill the latest and greatest
CNC upgrades for machines. Where de the
gear manufacturers themselves see their place
in the world of cybergearing? Not surprisingly,
all of the gear manufacturers we talked to have



integrated computers into their operations to a
greater or lesser degree.

According to Paul Roberts, Senior Software
Programmer at Cincinnati Gear, his company
uses computers most. in the area of production
managementand control-for cheduling,
inventory, etc. CNC machines are also impor-
tant in all the company's milling and turning
operations, but it still uses a lot of manual gear
cutting machines. Like many other manufac-
turers, Cincinnati is reluctant to tum over the
manufacture of large, expen ive workpieces to
a computer.

Fred Sowinski, Vice President of Engin-
eering and Technical Services at Falk Corp.,
which makes gears up to 46' in diameter, says,
"Large machines are still mostly mechanical,
partially because of the risk involved. We're
still more willing to trust people and mechan-
ics rather than computers to do the big, expen-
sive workpiece .."

According to Joseph Schulz. marketing
manager at Milwaukee Gear, his company uses .
computers in all aspects of the design and man-
ufacturing process. He sees CNC machines as
most useful. in turning, hobbing, drilling and
grinding and least helpful in finishing proce s-
es like deburring and washing. He sees the
greatest use fer PCs and workstations in the
areas ofdesign and keeping track of inventory.
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And what does the highly touted world of
CIM lookTike from the shop floor? At
Cincinnati Gear, there is no. interconnectivity
between engineering and production, Says
Roberts. "We're still using blueprints and shoe ,
leather." However, he adds that upgrading in

this area is the only way to go. "Using a com-
I purer means less chance of screw-ups in terms

of tom prints, lost documentation, etc. We're
being driven by competition to upgrade com-
puter use in all areas."

Yogi Sharma, Product Manager at Phila-
delphia Gear, concurs: "PCs and workstations
are very much a pre ence in shops of all sizes.
They are being used as interface between
CAD systems and large machines,"

Bill Maples, Marketing Manager at Star
Cutter, the cutting tool manufacturer, adds:
"You have to. do il [use CNC and CAD] to stay
on the cutting edge-no pun intended."

Falk Corporation is also working toward
completely integrated manufacturing. "Manu-
facturing and production engineering are on
the same mainframe and lAN." says Fred
Sowinski .. "There's a migration away from
mainframes and toward PCs. IBM has made it
clear they're not going to support the main-
frame forever."

Sawin ki also. see a definite trend toward
ClM, He observes that machine controllers are
becoming so powerful thai they can support
many functions themselves. Larger (100-200
MB) storage eliminates the need for DNC in
some cases. He sees the next step as "a total
closed loop=complete integration of design,
manufacturing and inspection,"

Whither the Job Shop?
I

I

This might all be well and good for the big
gear manufacturers with lots of resources fur

i I capital improvements, but what about the little
job shops? Will they disappear, run over by the
computer juggernaut?

Not necessarily. AI most everyone we
poke with sees a future for the small shop.

There will always be a need for repair ser-
vices and orders of one and two gears. But t:he
future won't be easy. Fred Sowinski points
out. 'The pre SSlLl re is really on 10 computerize.
If a small guy can possibly afford it, he should
do it. The competitive and cost advantages
will be worth it."

And Bill Maple warns: "Smaller shops will
have to develop niche markets. In order to suc-
ceed they will need good management, good
tecimology, good marketing and good timing."O

Ten Us What You Think ...lf you found this article of
interest and/or useful, please circle Reader Service
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Star Cutter Co.

101m Turner
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The "Paperless" Factory

Carll Watkins
J.N.l.lndustries
Robesonia. PA

ten years trying to carve out a place in the machine or rna-
brave new world of computerized gear rnaau- chine cell will
facturing. pes, CNCs, CAD,. CAM, DNe, have a computer
SPC, CMM: You've got a whole bowl of connected to a
alphabet soup out there 00 the shop floor. network, The

au 'realready a veteran of the computer

reVOIULI.·.on...Olll.Y you and your con-
troller know how much money you 've
spent and only your spouse knows how

many sleepless nights you've had m the last

Overall the: e machines have lived up to their
promises. Production time is down, quaHty is
up. You have fewer scrapped parts and better,
more efficient machine usage.

Still, tlll.ereare glitches in the system-places
where things come to a halt while someone
brings the paperwork from the other side of the
factory, looks for a lost blueprint or waits for a
work order. And still your customers demand I

higher quality in less time and, ever and
always, [ower costs. So what's tile next step?

Many say it will be me "paperle s" factory-
a production environment. where infonnation
and data are transferred electronically over net-
worked computers. Instead of having an opera-
tor walking around getting a blueprint or fixture,
he or she stays at the machine, retrieving
instructions on a workstation. At the very Least,
havinglhe right infonnation where it is needed,
when it is needed, will increase machine usage
significantly and eliminate errors.

Sounds good, but how feasible is it? Can
you actually get to the point of "paperless"
manufacturing, and if so, how?

The answer is "yes, you can," and the way
you get there is step by step'.

Converting to .31 paperless manufactuemg
operation is a gradual process, The basic pre-

mise to under- ~~~~;;:;;;;;;:;iiii;stand and accept I
is that eventual-
Jy each operator
stationed at a

astounding
improvement in
compunng-power-for-pnce
of pes has made this a
realistic goal. A 486·type
computer with a VGA
color monitor, installed and I.l;;;;;====;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;l;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;==

connected, can cost as little as $1000.
In the ultimate paperless office, these com-

puters are connected to each other by a MICS,

The machine operator's
interface is critical to fast,
effective implementation of
a paperless factory. elM·
NETt"" Folders' WorkMana Manufacturing Information Control System.
module has a button/or

Once this network is in place, an paper docu- each of the operator's

mentation is put in digital form. Hand-written primary tasks,

pages, such as fixture drawings, are scanned
into the computers with a simple inexpensive
scanner. Word processors, spreadsheets, data-
bases and planning programs all generate files
that are stored on hard drives, if not on an
existing network. All the data is available by
means ofa few keystrokes to anyone who
needs :it. Fundamentally, that's all there is to
the "paperless" factory. Realistically, there are
lots of details to. work out.

The Machine/Operator _nterrace
The first detail is winning over your

machine operators. They areusuaJly reluctant
to. use computers for many reasons. Expecting
them to readily change and adapt to this new

Carl Watkins
is the Director of
Markeling for J.N.L.
lndustries, manufacturer
of computer integrated
manufacturing networks
ill Robesonia, PA..
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way of working without special con ideration is
unreasonable. The ~ey to making the paperless
factory work is to make it easy for the machine
operators tolearn and use the computers.

Machine operator are used 'to computers
that, for the most part, require the push of a
few clearly labeled bunons. Having at lot of
options. as is common in the newer graphic
:II er interface (GUls), uch as Micrcsoft's
WifidowSl"M, is unnecessaryand confusing.
The operator's om should COli ist of labeled
butronsend word lists with familiar terms,

The paperless Factory machine operator's
module should be able to replace all the paper
that previously flowed to and from his or her
worksration. It should automatically manage
the communication functions by linking infer-
mali on from the correct sources and to the
appropriate de tinations. The operator should
be managing their machines" while the system
control the information, giving them quick
access to any decumentsnecessary 10 attain the
highest levels of productivity. n should also

provide the means to collect data and report
informatron to manufacturing systems that per-
form as SP and labor tracking,
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Graphic viewers provide A well-designed interface presentsthe next
MICS users "'j/h docu-
ments. dra ....ings and digi- job "folder" ready to be accessed. Clicking on
tat photos at their "'(}Tt- rhi in turn pre ent a :few choice. uch a
stations. Electronic fold-
ers may (lea san)' perti-
nent informalion on 'he
network.

. Look at the wor'J<order, the gear program, a
gear drawing, routing sheet, setup sheet or fix-
ture drawing"; or "Check the WSO 9()()Oproce-
dures orthe SPC measurements."

When the operator is confident that every-
thing is in order, she chooses the DNC button
and downloads the file .. As she works through
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the jobs. she reports her activity in the "job
card" menu by indicanng current. activity, She
can also acces: SPC input screens '10 enter
mea urernents or collect data. The operator
now function as the "manager" of her portion
of the work. now. She no longer wastes time in
non-value-added activity, but concentrate on
making good parts.

Programmer and process engineers who
build the electronic folders and managers who
monitor the production process also are part of
the network and benefit from GUMs thaI. *'il.
their needs. Again, the ideal interface is one
that provides all the necessary data quickly
with a minimum of effort.

Manufaduring Information
Contrel Systems

The MlCS is the heart. of this kind of sys-
tem. A file build up from continual use of
CAD, CAM and other applications, a means is
needed to efficiently manage and ccmroltais
data. A MI S is that means, Whenlhe opera-
tor clicks on a file in Ihe folder, rhe MICS
"knows" where it resides onthe network and
displays the document on the operator's
screen. The cperaror immediately gets the
information he needs, while the system keeps
track of files, formats and revisions.

In order to manipulate files effectively, the
MICS should be based on a system structure
known as a relational database. This isthe
fa test and most effective software design for
manipulating large amounts of data. Document
files on tile nelwQrk can be viewed without
being copied, which saves system user time and
minimize toragerequirements, CIMNE.TT'M
Folder. from J.N.L .. lndustrie or Robesonia,
PA, is a leading MICS with a relational data-
base designed specifically for manufacturers.

The computer functions that relate to the
tasks that the oper-ator performs-efile viewing,
CNC, job reporting. SPC and e-mail messag-
ing-work most effectively when they are all
part of a single, .integrated system. The pnmary
rea IOns for this are that the operator aUI is
con i lent. for ea h function and that [he datais
Pari of the arnerelational database.

This improves the interaction among system
users in several ways. For instance, if a change
i made to a gear design. the change immedi-
ately shows up in the folder, and the operator
gets the correct gear drawing and program



code. If there are questions from anyone on the
system about a design or operation, messages
can be immediately sent on the network. rather
than through manually writing a message or
walking somewhere to discuss the situation.
DNC downloads and uploads can be initiated
without switching to another system. Data can
be collected about machine usage and operator
time and immediately related 10 the job or
operation. SPC in structions can be part of the
folder, and as SPC measurements are collected,
operators and quality control managers can
monitor the accuracy of gears. Having SPC
integrated into the same database allows for
exceptional. data analysis. For instance, if two
machines are making the same gear, it.is possi-
ble to compare each machine's and operator's
performance and achieve the best production.

Open Syst,em
Very few manufacturing companies have

not implemented some automation systems by
now, so they have "legacy" hardware. software
and archival data. The e are valuable assets that
cannot be allowed to become obsolete ..It is not
uncommon for a manufacturing company to
have an existing Unix system. a mainframe and
a PC network operating all in the same plant. A
way is needed to maintain this data by getting
control of these system files without throwing
out the old systems. A good M~CS. operating

instructions and reports progress. If SPC mea-
surements are necessary. instructions are in the
folder and data entry is accomplished by click-
ing on the SPC button. The system prompts for
specific measurements, records data and males
sure the gears are staying within the required
range. In the CIMN-E'fTM Folders SPC module,
the operator can collect data for measurement
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over wires, root diameter and O.D. In addition,
measurements for runout, lead and involute
can be taken and combined into a series of
graphs to conduct comparison analysis of hob-
bing and grinding operations ..

By being able to compare the same opera-

Tile FartMall module of
Folders displ(J)'.~data col-
lectcd and stored in the
relational dnta base 10

indicate machine Iisage
and analyze activity,

on industry standard computers and running ! lion on various machines, a gear manufacturer
within the popular networksand operating sys- I can know immediately if an aerospace gear
terns, will be able to work within this environ-
ment without requiring major changes.

The next detail to work out is to get everyone
used to retrieving information on the network.
First, the machine operators need to be trained,
on u ing the network system. A lYnCS, with. its
Gm and relational database. makes this a rela-
tively easy task, but otherwise, it can be a fairly
complex problem. The best way is to start with
two or three types of files or documents and get
everyone used to communicating over the net-
work. The gear program, the work instructions
and the drawings are good candidates.

Gear Manufacturing ImlpHcat.ions
Some specific examples of how gear manu-

facturers can use a MICS involve the delivery
of the necessary job informationto the various
operators, Each operation, such as roughing,
habbing, finish grinding. etc .. will have an
electronic folder where the operator retrieves

requiring a .002" tolerance carl be manufac-
tured on his current equipment and which
machine would do the best job. Only a MJCS
with. a relational database would be able to
make this kind of comparison.

Conclnslons
So is the "paperless" factory for you?

Maybe not this year. Maybe not next. But
somewhere, not too far down the road, the next
move in the game to stay competitive will be
to unify all your various electronic systems to
get them to work together better. At that point,
a M[CS and the paperless factory will become
a part of your manufacturing future. 0

Tell Us What You Tlhink...lf you found this article of
interest and/or useful, please circle Reader Service
Number A.-42. Fer information on CIMNEfTM, please
circle Reader Service Number A-43.
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The ELIMS Project
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Arrow Geair Com,panv
Downers Gro,ve, III

A. spiral bevel gear inspect-
ed on, Arrow's ZeissfHiJj!er
inspection machine run/ling
in conjuction wilh Gleason

G-AGE software.

m now Gear Company of Downers
Grove, IL, has implemented a com-
puter system that fully integrates
exchange between all of its comput-

er applications. The ELIMS (Electronic
Linkage of Information Management
Systems) project has increased manufactur-
ing productivity and reduced lead times,

The primary objective of the ELIMS
project wasta integrate all of Arrow Gear's
business information and manufacturing
computer systems, thereby creating a net-
work of information between the mainframe
computer, all PCs and CNC machine tools.

Hardware and Software
The hardware and software necessary for

the system originates with Arrow's new
computer platform, an MAl GPX 5150
computer system. This computer utilizes a
Unix-based operating system. which allows
for the networking between the main sys-
tem, the PCs and the CNC machine took
The computer is similar to most PCs, only
much more powerful, as it can support more
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than 100 users simultaneously. Since all shop
personnel routinely use computer terminals for
shop-floor reporting, the capacity for this
extensive volume was essential.

Equipped with 64 megabytes of RAM and
4.0 gigabytes of disk storage, it runs off an
EISA bus, available in many PCs onme mar-
ket today. This new computer, which is
approximately 6" wide by 2' tall, replaces
Arrow's 3J/2-year-old computer, which was 7'
wide by 41/2' high, a prime example of how
quickly computer technology has advanced.

Application Integration
What makes the EUMS project so unique is

its extensive integration. As PCs have become
more useful business tools, Arrow has been
adding them to :itsinformation systems. Prior to
ELIMS, access via PC to Arrow's main system
could be achieved with a terminal emulation
program, but files from different applications
could not be shared. By utilizi.ng the Unix-
based system, users are now able to access
informaticn from the host system, the PCs and
the CAD and CAM systems, This operating
system is the key to the ELIMS project.

The technology that allows for this degree
of integration has been around for quite some
time, but because of the extensive work
involved in system conversion, no one has
taken fun advantage of ir, However, lower
hardware costs have made itt more viable.

Custom Programs
The most significant challenge in imple-

menting ELIMS was the need to write custom
programs for all of Arrow's applications,
Because writing new programs for an entire
operation is such an enormous task, most com-
panies Arrow's size have not developed a sys-
tem 0.1' this I.ype.



ware is used to select or design a cutter and
provide any missing gear data.

This development information then is used
to update the CAD system, which draws the
gear profile. Next, an engineer completes the
gear drawing and the process information. The
geometry of the CAD drawing me is then
downloaded to Arrow's manufacturing CAM
system, where it produces the information
needed to run the machine tools. From there it
is downloaded to the machine tools. When the
operator is ready to run the job, he calls up the
job number on his terminal and the program is
loaded into the machine.

The time saved by this electronic method of
downloading setup information is very dramat-
ic. An example of the benefits of this capabili-
ty can be seen in the Gleason Phoenix equip-
ment used for producing cut and ground tooth
spiral bevel gears. On conventional machine
tools, setup and development is a very in-
volved process taking up to several days. With
the Phoenix machines, it is not uncommon to
set up and develop a job in as little as three
hours. The ability for fast setup and develop-
ment time also allows for the economical pro-
cessing of just-in-time lot quantities.

Information about the process, such as SPC
figures, operator time and tooling, is captured
electronically .. Accounting information, cost
information and productivity percentages provide
analytical data, which may be required by the
quality assurance and engineering departments.

The benefits of this comprehensive informa-
tion system are numerous .. Primarily, informa-
tion is always readily available to anyone with
terminal access ..

In addition, job scheduling is made easier
and more comprehensive with the reduction of
paperwork and its associated errors.

Company officials believe Arrow is the first
gear company in the country to use a system
like this, Because of the substantial savings in
processes and lead time reduction, ELIMS will
give Arrow a competitive edge in the gear
manufacturing industry. 0

The process of writing new programs
involved detailed analysis of current systems
and improvement of those systems and their
methods. The defining of future needs was also
an important factor in this process.

Implementation of the Project
With the EUMS project expected to be

completed by the end of 1995, Arrow has
implemented it in a number of phases.

The first phase was the development of an
order entry system. This system ties in pur-
chasing, accounting and shipping. This also
affects engineering backlog integration, which
is then used for shop floor scheduling.

An important specification of the project
was ease of use. All menus utilize X-Windows
(a network: windowing system), which is very
user-friendly. Subsequently, very Little training
is required.

Numerous other modifications to Arrow
operations have taken place throughout the
implementation of EUMS. The engineering
department has been completely revamped and
is now equipped with nine CAD/CAM work-
stations. Each terminal is linked to a
DEC/Applicon computer system. With this
system's on-screen information retrieval capa-
bility, similar parts and required tooling can be
found and modified if necessary. This informa-
tion availability can. save up to 35% on manu-
facturing engineering time.

A significant benefit to ELIMS is the capa-
bility for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI).
EDI is used for the transfer of purchase order
information and technical data between Arrow
and its customers. This method has already
been implemented with several Arrow cus-
tomers. If the customer is utilizing a CAD sys-
tem, his files can be sent to Arrow's engineers
for review and then on to sales for the entry of
the customer's order. Next, design engineering
receives the files for any necessary design
work. Once this is completed, files are down-
loaded to manufacturing engineering for fur-
ther analysis required for the manufacturing
process. If the design is that of a bevel gear,
Tooth Contact Analysis (TeA) is performed
with Gleason CAGE software. TeA allows for
simulation of the tooth contact pattern under TeU Us What Y!oufhink ...lf you found this article of

interest and/or useful, please circle Reader Service
iNiumber A-4'§'. For more information about Arrow

Gear, please circle Reader Service IN'umber A-46,.

load. Once this analysis is complete, gear sum-
mary settings are developed.

In the case of a spur gear, UTS 500 soft-

Joseph Arvin
is the Vice President of
Arrow Gear Company ill

Downers Grove.Ll..
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What a ShopFloor
'Control System
Can Give You

• Vital historical
data to estimate
more accurately
and maintain quali-
ty on repeat jobs.

• A valuable audit
trail to save on
direct buys and
keep a complex
assembly on
schedule.

• Up-to-date,
easily accessible
information to
improve customer
service. Knowledge
of which iobs
should have priori-
ty, their status and
ship dates leads to
on-time deliveries
and better profits.

• User-friendli-
ness. And the easi-
er the system, the
more employees
will use it.
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1,500 different orders a year, many of them as
small as $500 jobs. Over the years, Fischer's
Gear and Machine has developed a niche that
keeps the business rolling in: It excels at
reverse engineering. "If someone doesn't have
a blueprint," says Dave Fisher, president, "if
they've got a broken part and don't know how
to replace it, we will do reverse engineering
and produce it for them."

As early as the 70s, Fisher knew he needed
to automate his shop, but the software he need-
ed just didn't exist. He spent hours deciding on
the parameters of a system suited to his specif-
ic business-and that was the easy part.

Initially, be used a custom-made system. It
was costly and cumbersome and! failed to meet
his needs.

Yeats later, Fisher bought a time collection
system from a company in Utah. "I put it on-
line here," says Fisher. "It couldn't do what
they claimed. They mi.sled me .. I'd bought
hardware and software, and all this system did
was put time onto a server, I wanted something
that audited time and provided increased con-
trol over all aspects of the shop floor."

Fisher advises listening to software sales-
people very closely. "They will usually tell you
the system 'can' do what you want, not that it
really does that I've teamed to distinguish
between 'can' and 'do.' 'Can' means you're
going to have to pay for custom programming."

Finally Fisher believes he's found the sys-
tem that truly meets his needs-JobBOSS
Software (Minneapotis, MN). In 1992, he
invested in the accounting portion of the sys-
tem, liked how it worked and in May of '94,
added Job Control. which includes quoting.
order processing, material management, sched-
uling, tracking, costing and shipping.

Information Control
.2hop iloot jyjtemj .tel!you what you nee!to k.now

when you nee! to k.now it.

Maureen Fischer
Job!BOSS Softwalre
Minneapolis, MN!

I
t used to be that a shop with hustle and

plenty of big, fast machines could
I thrive using a manual system. But no
I more. Today's economic environment
requires more ami more in the way of top-
notch service and quick turnaround-which
frequently means a completely integrated shop
floor control system.

The shift toward computerized business
management of the office and shop floor can
be dicey, but shops that find a system with the
right fit reap big rewards.

• Cost control. An effective shop floor con-
trol system tracks costs of labor, burden, mate-
rials, subcontracted services and any miscella-
neous charges that make up the total cost of the
job. Actual costs are compared with estimated
costs and the variance is calculated. Users can
do a reality check on profitability.

• Instant job status information. Computer-
ized job tracking allows an employee to peek
into the computer and get a snapshot of the sta-
tus of any customer order, be it a production-
or finance-oriented view. Customers' questions
can be answered immediately-exacrly what
today's nimble shop needs.

• Improved shipping performance. Typical-
ly, scheduling is a shop's biggest problem.
With a computerized system, the scheduling
function shows when a job needs to be at vari-
ous work centers in order to be shipped on the
promised date.

The stories of two gear shops illustrate how
such a system can provide a powerful competi-
tive advantage.

Fisher's Gear and Machine
Fisher's Gear and Machine, Los Angeles,

CA, is a 12-employee, 20,000 square foot gear
and machine shop, which handles 1,000 to



1110Ugh fuUy implemented only ince June After evaluating several systems, G & N
of '94, the new system is already proving chose JobBOSS Software, a system so user-
itself. Cost control has been a major benefit
"We do the jobs," says Fisher. "and now we
can review them. We now have a better idea of
which jobs are really making us money." He
hopes to add more software. including a data
collection module, in the near future.

Now most paperwork has been eliminated,
Instead, the information is all online and avail-
able with a few keystrokes, increasing accura-
cy and saving time and money. "We only have
one chance at getting the job right," says
Fisher. "There are usually no blueprints, only
a broken sample. We have to revel' e engineer
it, plus be competitive ... in a timely manner.
It's important to document the processes on
these jobs, and JobBOSS has filled the bin ...
so we can reproduce the part without mistakes.
Before we had to write everything down.
We'd lose the paper; different people would
write things down differently. Now the com-
purer keeps it all consolldatedand accessible.
It's helping."

With the help of the new system, the shop is
reversing the downward spiral so prevalent
throughout California's manufacturing com-
munity. Fisher's Gear i now seeking and win-
ning out-of-state business .."', , . we're actually
turning it around and should be in a growth
mode during the next few years."

G ,& N·.Rubicon
G & N-Rubicon Gear Mfg., Inc., Santa Ana.

CA, is a 33-employee shop that. produces any-
thing with teeth-gear. 15 feet in diameter to
parts so smal] you can hold 30 in the palm of
your hand,

By 1990, the shop's manual system was
overwhelmed by thevolume and complexity of
its workload. "It wa time for us to automate,"
says Mel Edwards, president.

Searching for the optimal software package
meant finding a system that was high-powered,
easy to use and affordable. "There are always
cost parameters," says Edwards, "both the ini-
rial cost and the cost to operate the system. I
find that with computer software, the purchase
price is nothing compared to tile cost to operate
it." He adds, "In the past, we've found our-
selves purchasing software that is actually more
of a hindrance. It lakes a genius to operate it. If
that per on isn't there, nothing can go on."

friendly that Edwards could quickly train ev-
era] of the shop' employees to use it, "Several
of us knowhow to use it Any of us can write
up a P.O., enter an o rder, print an extra shop
paper if someone spills coffee on it. . :'

Though G & Nchose 110tto integrate the
new system w.ith its accounting, Edwards con-
siders the system a good investment. "I think
this piece of software compares 10 packages
that cost two-and-a-half limes as much. There
are things it won't do. but for the cost. it does
more than enough. It's a good value."

With nine computers and 33 people, G & N
employee can go almost anywhere in the hop
and find the status of a job at any given time ..
Being automated also has dramatically cut
down on meetings.

Edwards also likes the competitive advan-
tage of having information available when he
needs it. "A lot of benefits have resulted.
Because it's easier, we all tend to use it more
often. Now customer service is easy. If you
have a question about a $5 or a $5,000 charge,
it's easy to check on it."

Krista Rubio, who handles production con-
trol, input and job tracking at G & N-Rubicon.
Iikes the cost control functions. particularly
tho e keeping track of purchase orders on out-
side services and material purchases. "The
system allows us to reference those fairly
quickly. It's so much easier than trying 10 fol-
low the paper trail. '

Qualiry control is another benefit of the ys-
tern. "If change are made along the way, those
changes are entered intothe system and are
very valuable for repeat jobs," she says.

In today's hypercompetitive environment,
information alone is not enough. You need the
information to be available when and where
you need it with a minimum of hassle, and a
good shop floor control system may be just the
tool you need, 0

Tell Us What VouTl1ink ...If you found this article of

interest and/or useful, please circle Reader Service

Number A-47. For information on JobBOSS Soft-
ware, please circle Reader Service Number A·48.

Specific Shop Floor
IControl System

Features

• Almost immedi-
ate credit informa-
tion. part histories
and job research.

• The abilitv to
handle one opera-
tor using multiple
machines.

.' An inventory
tu netion that pulls
multiple parts for
one assernblv.

• Estimates that
originate from
specs, a requote or
an existing quote
and transfer
diirectly to the job.

• Additional fields
for adding specs
pertaining to cer-
tain customers.

• Instant'ly avail-
able job history for
repeat jobs.

• Estimating that
includes a mut-
ing-so the job
process is devel-
oped before the job
eve n hits the sho p
floor.

• Flexibility.For
example, the ability
to raise or lowe r a
pri c e wh e n quoti ng
a repeat job.

• Menu-driven
and networkable
integration.

Maureen ~isoher
is 11 marketing represen-
100i1"1' for iobBOSS
Software.
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Multi- Metal
Composite Gear/Shaft

Technology
RaYll10nd .J...Clax.ton

Mater,iall!s Analysis, Inc...ID.allas,TX
Albert SOl Wadlleigh

Inte.rfac·e Welding', ICarson, leA

Ab tract
A research program. conducted in conjunc-

tion with a U.S ..Army eontraet, ha resulted in
the development of manufacturing technology
to produce a multi-metal composite gear/shaft
representing a substantial weight savings com-
pared to a solid steel component. Inertia weld-
ing is used to join a steel outer ring to a light-
weight titanium alloy web and/or shaft
through the use of a suitable interlayer materi-
al such as aluminum.

Fabrication is accompli hed in a two-step
inertia welding operation first joining steel 10

aluminum and then joining titanium [0 the alu-
minum side of the steel/aluminum weldment,

surface-hardened by techniques uch c carbur-
izing .. nitriding or carbo-nirriding. This proce-
dure impart. 1.0 the tooth contact urfacesthe
u eful properrie of high hardne s, strength and
wear re istance, The remainder of the gear
component very often only transmits torsional
loads and does not require the hardness and
strength properties characteristic of the alloy
steel contact surfaces. In a program begun in
1987 for the U.S. Army, a technology for PI'O-
dueing lightweight gears and gear hafts has
been developed tharallow the use of hardened
steel in the power tran mission contact sur-
face and lighter-weight titanium alloy in the
non-contact area of the web, bub and/or shaf].

The development program, carried out over a Since the density of titanium is 43% le than
five-year period, included testing and metal-
lurgical evaluation of torsion components,
small fatigue test gears and prototype demon-
stration sun gears for the Allison 250-B17F
gearbox. [11 addition 10 development of fabri-
cation technique, criteria were established to
aUow design of a new or retrofit component
using the multi-metal welding technology,

A prototype multi-metal compo ire lJJngear
performed withou: incident when ubjected to
a [6O-hollr irnulated flight endurance test ina
gearbox. te trig.

Introduction
Gears used in high-performance aerospace

application are typically forged from a single
piece of alloy steel. Gear component for cer-
tain applications are then selectively or totally

that of steel, slgnlflcam weight savings are
offered by the concept, provided the gear com-
ponent geometry and contact surface configu-
rations allow a igrnficant titanium-fer-steel
substitution.

The use of lightweight, high-strength alloys
for engine component. is nalural.ly an attrac-
tive proposition. Case-hardened steelalloys
enjoy a well-established position of proven
reliability and repre ent the very core of gear-
box design technology. The objective of the
program begun in 1.987 was to develop a
method for using surface-hardened steel where
it was required and lighter weight titanium in
other locations within the gear component.
Merallurglcalirrcornpatibilities, however,.l1ave
to dale prevented titanium from being welded

------~---------------------------------------------------



or otherwi e metallurgically bonded directly [10

steel. This program developed a method for
joining steel and titanium alloys by the solid-
state inertia welding proce suing aluminum
as a mutually compatible mterlayer material
between Lite two, The ini.tial project was COIl-

ducted over a period of flve years by Materials
Analysis, Inc., with its primary subcontractor,
Interface Welding, under the allspices of U.S.
Army AVSCOM, Ft. Eusti , VA. Additional
conrractessistance in the design, manufacture
and test of flight-quality hardware was provid-
ed by Alii 0.11 Engine Company (formerly
Allison Gas Turbine Div. GMC).

Manufacturing Proeess Development.
The five-year program to develop the multi-

metal gear technology involved the de ign and
fabrication by inertia welding of test pecirnens
for the followlng purpo es:

I. To develop the feasibility of the multi-
metal approach.

2. To evaluate the metallurgical integrity of
the multi-metal joint,

3. To generate the mechanical properties to
'be used in the de ign of test and prototype
component.

The inertia welding machine which was
employed by Interface Welding for fabrication
of the majority of the te J coupons, mechanical
torsion test specimen and fatigue test gears i
pictured in Fig. I. A typical alloy teel te I

coupon ring is pictured in Fig. 2. In general
these rings were 3,75" O.D,. and 2.2" I.D. with
iii conical bevel machined in the LD. all one
side of the ring. The entrance diameter of the
conical bevel on the face of the ring was main-
tained at 2.90". The conical bevel machined in
the ring pictured in Fig, 2 was configured such
that the beveled urface was inclined at an
angle of 45° from the rotational axi of the
ring. For the evaluation of joint geometry
effects, which axe discussed sub equently, the
conical bevel on the weld surface was inclined
at angles of both 45° and 30° from the axis of
rotational symmetry. Although weld parame-
ter and machine settings differed somewhat
for the two different weld configurations. the
technique employed for development of the
weld procedures was imilar.

Fig. 3 pictures a typical alloy ,steel ring
chucked in the spindle collet of the inertia
welding machine at location l. The steel mass

Fig. Jl- Inertia welding machine used in majori-
ty of welding trials.

Fig. 2- Allo}'steel ring prepared for inerUa weld-
ing wilh ..So cnnlcal bevel.

Fig..3 - Iner.in ~\eldlillg machlne setup for we'ld-
ingaluminum. bar 10 alJoy teel ring.

surroundingthe steel ring at Location 1 inthe
inertia welding machine is commonly referred
to as the flywheel mas . Pictured at location 2
in Fig, 3 is a section of 3.5", diameter 606l-T6
aluminum alloy round bar with a conical male
bevel machined on one end. For the particular
weld procedure pictured in Fig. 3, the mating
surfaces of both the aluminum conical male
bevel and the steel conical female bevel were
inclined 45° from the axi of rotational. sym-
metry of the pan .

After the two component to be inertia.
welded are properly machined, cleaned and
chucked in the inertia welding machine. the
spindle, containing the collet and attached to
the flywheel pictured 'toward the len side of
Fig. 3, begins to rotate. The rotational speed of

IRaymond J.
ICllaX10n
is the founder of
Maleri(l/s Analysis, ln«.
The activities of
Material.I' Analysis
include metotlurgical
and mechanical engi-
neerins; design, II'.SI;'lll,

failure analysis and
research.

A~beIl1S.
Wad!I'eigh
IS Presiden! of tnterfac«
We/diIiX. whicll is
involved with design,
metallurgy and produc-
tion of parts using the
inertiaifriction welding
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tile spindle assembly is a variable parameter
thai is selected for the individual weld. After
the pindle and flywheel 8S. embly reaches 8

preset rotational speed (rpm),lhe spindle
a sembly is disconnected from the drive rnech-
ani m in the inertia welder and allowed to free-
wheel with only the preci 'e kinetic energy
(inertia) provided by rhe rotating mass of the
flywheel assembly. The flywheel mass itself is
variable 8I\d is elected during machine etup
ba ed on the material 8I\d configuration of the
components to be welded. While the pindle
and flywheel as embly are rotating freely. the
tail stock, containing the prernachined alu-
minum bar picturedtowardthe fight of Fig. 3,
is stationary. The rotating component i thrust
again I the stationary component by hydraulic
pre sure provided by the inertia welding
machine. The freely rotating alloy steel ring,
pictured at Location 1 in Fig, 3, surrounded by
the spindle and flywheel mas. is thru t against
the non-rotaring component. pictured at
Location 2 of Fig. 3. The resulting friction
between tne mating surface material of the
two components, D6ac steel and 6061- T6 alu-
minum.generates enough heat to raise tile
temperature of the aluminum component to

Fig. 4 - Electron micrograph of multi-meta]
weld cross section showi,ng Ti 6AI-4V. 6061Al,
D6ac steel components, lower left to up.per right.

F,ig. S - Elcdl"on mi rograpboll weld inlerface
between Til 6·AI-4V, lower I' fl, and 60MAI" upp r
right. (1S0X)

the forging temperature range, but not into the
melting temperature range. In addition to cre-
ating heat and providing deformation, or nash.
of the two components at their interface, the
friction between the two components also
brings the flywheel and, pindle assembly to 3.

stop, Thus the rotating (kinetic) energy of the
spindle and flywheel as embly is trnn formed
into thermal and strain energy, which cau e
the two components to be weldedtogether
without either component changing to 'the liq-
uid phase duringthe proce s. The resulting
weldment is then removed from the inertia
welding machine. and the aluminum bar is cut
off adjacent to the completed weld,

After completion of the first inertia weld,
the aluminum center (interlayer) in the inter-
mediate weld coupon was machined to create a
conical female bevel on the inside surface of
the steel/aluminum subassembly. At the con':
elusion of machining. the intermediate weld
coupon with a newly machined aluminum sur-
face was chucked in the inertia welding
machine in a manner similar to that previoasly
described for the [eel ring component. Inertia
welding of the titanium alloy bar to the alu-
minum interlayer was accomplished in a man-
ner similar to thai described for the aluminum-
interfayer-to- teel weld, although different
weld parameters were employed. This two-step
inertia welding technique was employed with
several variations to produce test coupon and
components required iothe R&D program.

For the coupon configurations described
above, the inertia. welding proce s generally
produces welds of rotational symmetry.
Machine settings, or weld parameter . which
can be varied in the process. are flywheel.
mass, spindle rpm (weld speed) and weld pre -
ure (the force with which tile rotating weld

component is 'thrust against the non-rotating
weld component during the welding process),
The length of total upset, or axial length loss,
lis a IU eful parameter to monitor; however, it i
a variable resulting from the three machine set-
ting parameters ..the weld configuration and the
properties of the materials being welded. All
of the e parameter are typically determined
shrough a weld development program.

After development. of the welding process
parameters suitable for multi-metal weldment
fabrication, metallurgical micro sections were



taken through the composite joints of each of
the alloy combination evaluated. Fig. 4 pic-
tures at 35X magnification an electron micro-
graph showing the overall appearance of a
joint profile of weldment materials Ti 6AI-4V,
6061AI and D6ac steel; lower left, center and
upper right, respectively .. The titanium/alu-
minum inertia weld profile is pictured at 750X
magnification in Fig. 5 with the Ti 6AI-4V
and 6061AI materials pictured lower left and
upper right, respectively. Simi Iarl y, the
teet/aluminum profile is pictured at 750X

magnification in Fig. 6 with the 6061AI and
D6ac reel alloys pictured lower left and upper
right, respectively.

Mechanical Charactierization
Mechanical characrerizarionconducted OIl

the multi-metal composite weldments consisted
of microhardness surveys and tatictorsion test-
lng, Microhardness surveys conducted on pol-
ished cross sections, such as the one pictured in
Fig. 4, revealed that the heat treated propertie
of the titanium and steel alloy components were
virtually unaffected by the inertia welding
process. The aluminum alloy interlayer, howev-
er, being the lowest melting and the mo t sensi-
tive to heal of the three materials in the stackup,
was briefly ubjected, during the inertia welding
proce s, to temperature which were at or near
the solution treatment temperature for the all oy .
Consequently. the 606 [-T6 aluminum bar
stock, which was the primary interlayer material
used, experienced over-aging and thermal soft-
ening at locations immediately adjacent to the
bond lines. Metallographic examination of the e
thermally oftened region did not reveal the
presence of any defective condition, such as
eutectic melting.

Specimens for mechanical torsion testing
were de igned and fabricated using the multi-
metal inertia welding proce s. An example of
one such torsion specimen is pictured in Fig ..7.
Evident in the picture are the two Inch-square
drives machined into the titanium component to
the right and the steel. component. to the left side
of the photo. Specimens were made with inter-
layer thicknesse in the range of 0.020-0.050".
A further joint geometry variable was evaluated
by fabricating torsion specimens with the coni-
cal, aluminum interlayer oriented at 30° and
45° from the rotational axis of the specimen,

The torsion testing machine itself consisted

Fig. ,6- Electron micrograph of weld interface
between ,6061AI, lower left, and D6ac steel, upper
right. (7S0X)

Fig. 7 - Typlcal compo ite tor ion specimen
prior to testing.

of a drive shaft mounted in a turdy set of bear-
ings and operated. through a 16-in. crank arm
by a servohydraulie cylinder fitted with an
LVDT and a 50,000 lb. load cell. The digital
control system and hydraulic power supply
were comparable to those that would be
employed on a servohydraulic mechanical test-
ing machine. Nine each of the 30° and 45°
specimens were successfully torsion tested to
failure in this program. The average maximum
torque for the 45° weld specimens was 9,409
ft-lbs., while the corresponding value for the
30° specimens was 13,302 ft-lbs. Geometrical
analysis of the surface area of the conical
weldment in each of the two weld angle con-
figurations revealed total weld areas of 3.96
square inches and 5.6 square inchs for the 45°
and 30° configurations respectively. When the
maximum torque values were calculated on a
unit area basis, it was discovered that for both
the 300 and 45° conical weldment configura-
tions, the maximum torque values reduced to
2,375 ft-lbs, per square inch of interlayer mate-
rial Tins torsional trength consistency would
prove useful during subsequent stres analysi
and design activities associated with the manu-
facture M flight-quality demonstration gears.

J ...N U A R Y f FeB R U A R V 1 H 5 2J
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The 30° interlayer torsion test specimen.
pictured in Fig. 7. is shown after torsion testing
to failure in Fig. 8. The interiayer fracture : ur-
face was carefully examined on all torsion
specimens to veriiylhal fracture had occurred
entirely through the aluminum interlayer, and
that no de-bonding of the various components
had occurred during the testing sequence. Fig.
9 is an electron Iractegraph, taken at IOOOX
magnification, showing the typical shear dim-
ple microfeature as ociated with the shear
overload fracture mode in the aluminum inter-
layer material.

The fracture path through the inter layer
material on pecimen subjected to static tor-
sional overload bore certain characteristics
worthy of note. The shear fracture path in a
thick-walled lube composed of a homogeneous
and isotropic material would be predicted to
occur on atransverse radial plane; however, in

Fig. 8 - Fracture surfaces of 300 int,erlayn tor-
sion specimen aft.er testing ..

Fig. 9 - Electron micregraeh 01 sheared alu-
minum :interl'ayer from tor ion specimen fracture
surface. (1000X)

Fig. 10 - Pair of multi-metal fatigue 'lest gears.

the case of the composite weldment, fracture
through the aluminum is forced to occur along
a line defined by Ihe configuration ofthe coni-
cal interlayer. The longer the path of the frae-
ture, the greaterthe strain energy required to
create new surface during the fracture process.
[0 appreciably thick: interlayers, the fracture
path occurred from one side of the interlayer
on the 0.0... (0 the 01'1'0. ite ide of the interlay-
er on the 10. in uch a manner as to minimize
the cross sectional area of the fracture. The
fracture was simply passing through the path of
lea I re istance, minimum area. In the eighteen
torsion te t weldrnents 1I ed for mechanical
behavior characterization, an effort was made
to maintain the interlayer below .0..050" in
thickness . Once the imerlayer wa reduced to. a
thicknes on the order of 0.050.". and below,
the tendency to. fracture from one side of the
interlayer at the 0.0. to the opposite side of the
interlayer at the LD. was not as predictably
observed. At the mall imerlayer thicknesses,
other factor , such as local thermal softening of
the aluminum alloy. probably exerted an influ-
ence on fracture path. This ameliorating effect
of a thin interlayer configuration is consistent
with the fact that the thinner the Interlayer, the
less difference ill strain energy requirements
for the v,e.ry small. angle of optional fracture
paths through the inrerlayer, For this thin inter-
layer condition, other factors influencing frac-
ture stress are probably of the same order of
magnitude as the variations possible from
availabfe fracture paths. As the interlayer
becomes thicker, the optional fracture path
band increases, as does the percentage differ-
ence in strain energy required for separation
along thevarious possible fracture paths.

In summary. joint geometry exerted a sub-
stantial influence on the static torsion strength
of a composite weldment This influence
appears to be directJy related to the ere ec-
tional area of surface that the fracrure separa-
tion is forced to create. For thicker interlayer
there is 3 distinct. tendency for the fracture to
pass through the path of least resistance from
one side of the interlayer at the O.D. of the
weld to the opposite side ef the interlayer al

the 1.0. of the weld. The tendency observed
wa for the fracture path topa s through the
weaker interlayer material, but at the same
time to cut comers and pass through the short-



These test. conditions were selected to be inertia welding process. Selection of the gear
similar tothose employed routinely by Allison to be manufactured included fabrication and
to test steel gears. Employing this standard test
gear design and test protocol did not. subject
the tri-meral weld joint to either temperature or
torsional stress that would be considered
severe. The test did, however, subject the tri-
metal weld to vibratory loading similar to that
experienced in an aircraft gearbox.

It is well-established that in most. aircraft
gearbox applications, oil supply temperatures
of I75-250°F are normal. In this test, the oil
supplytemperature was maitnained at 119°F to
provide a thick lubricant film and prevent

est, most nearly radial path possible. As the
interlayer material becomes thinner, the strain
energy difference between the optional fracture
paths becomes less, as does the tendency of the
fracture to predictably follow a given path.

Small Fatigue Test Gear
Fabrication and Evaluation

One of the major goals of this project was to
evaluate the performance of the multi-metal
gear manufacturing concept in a gearbox. envi-
ronment. Simulation of such a gearboxenvi-
ronment had been uccessfullyachieved by
Allison using a four-square gear fatigue test
machine. TIlls machine, reportedly developed
by Allison, was similar in design to rigs used at
NASA Lewis Research Center. A standard
gear configuration has beenestablished for
evaluation ill the four-square test rig. The
multi-metal inertia welding concept was incor-
porated into this standard gear configuration
while maintaining all exterior dimensions of
[he gear. The multi-metal inertia welding
process was employed to fabricate gear blanks
suitable for subsequent machining of the test
gear configuration. Several pairs of small
fatigue test gears were manufactured with a
pitch diameter of approximately 3.3". Fig, 10
pictures a typical set of these test gears with a
titanium aHoy hub, aluminum alloy inter layer
and hardened alloy steel teeth. The small
fatigue test gears were tested :in the four-square
r,ig under the following conditions:

1..Speed 10,000 rpm
2. Torque 400 in-lb.
3. Oil Inlet Temperature 119°F
4. 011 Type M1L-L-23699C
5. Duration 50 hrs ..
6. Max. Contact Stress 261 ksi

scuffing or scoring ofthe gear teeth. The actual
surface temperature of the gears is usually
somewhat higher than that of the oil supply.
The web of the test gear is over-designed to
provide rigidity and ease of manufacturing.
Because of this, the maximum stress in the
weld interlayer during the test wa. calculated
to be 0.168 ksi, For comparison, the torsional
design allowable stress utilized in the demon-
stration gear was 27.2 ksi,

Post-test inspection of the fatigue test gears
after the scheduled teardown indicated a
teardrop-shaped contact patch on the gear
faces. This contact pattern, pictured on the vis-
ible faces of the right hand gear in Fig. II.was
uniform in size, shape and I.ocation. The gears
showed no sign of pitting or other distress that
would have prohibited continued testing. The
tested gears passed magnetic particle inspec-
tion according to EIS Il69, Method D, and
fluororescent particle inspection according to
Method AMS 2640.

Aircraft gears are generally designed with
contact stresses kept below 160 ksi, Using the
American Gear Manufacturers Association
Method 2001, the successful operation of this
gear for 50 hours at 261 ksi is equivalent to

300,000 hours operation at 160 ksi, Although
not statistically significant, the success of this
test verified the soundness of the approach loa
multi-metal composite gear and paved the way
for design and manufacture of a. full-scale,
f1ighr.-qual.i.ty,demonstration gear.

Demonstration Gear Design,
Fabricatien and Test

One of the primary goals of the project was
W produce a sample quantity of flight-quality
demonstration gears usingthe multi-metal

Fig.U- Contact surfaces of mum-metal. faCiigue
test gears after testing.
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application considerations. The completed part
would be subjected to high frequency dynamic
testing and simulated flight endurance testing.

It is necessary to consider several important
criteria when designing a multi-metal gear or
gearshaft, some of which can only be evaluat-
ed through testing of a prototype part. A few
of these criteria follow.

1. Weight savings must be realized sum-
cient to justify increased manufacturing cost
associated with the multi-metal, process.

2. Weld geometry and strength must be
considered. The [ower-strength aluminum
interlayer material may necessitate a larger
shafting cross section at the Iocation of the
inertia welds.

3 .. The difference in modulus of elasticity
between steel and titanium introduces inherent
stiffness differences between the multi-metal
gear and an. an-sled gear. Design. modifica-
tions may be required to maintain satisfactory
gear web or shaft dynamics when designing a
composite component

4, In some cases special tooling is required
to control weld component concentricity dur-
ing the fabrication process. Excess runout
from eccentricities introduced during welding
can lead to poor spline and gear loading and
detrimental vibration.

5. The complexity of the component to be
produced may simply require so manyrwo-srep
inertia welds or so much specialized tooling
that it may be impractical to replace in its cur-
rent configuration with a multi-metelgear.

The demonstration gear was selected by a
team from Materia.ls Analysis, Interface
Welding and Alii on. The major consideration
of the team in its final selection process was to
select a gearthat, when manufactured using the
multi-metal inertia welding process, would
subject the weld locations to relatively high
loads and at the same time would be a relative-
ly simple gear shape 10 fabricate. The intent
was to select a gear shaft that was not everly
complicated to fabricate, but that would chal-
lenge the ultimate performance of the welds by
providing a high service load application. After
careful consideration the un gearshaft, PIN
23033882 from tile Allison 2S0-B 17F gearbox,
was selected as the demonstration gear to be
fabricated Ilsi.ng the multi-metal technology.
Prototypes would be subjected to a perfor-
mance evaluation and comparison to the
incumbentall-steel sun gear shaft.

In order to evaluate the applicability of sev-
era] manufacturing techniques, it was decided
to produce a small quantity of flight-quality,
demonstration sun gears using two parallel
manufacturing approaches to produce the
hardened steel portions of the gear shafts, On
one set of demonstration gears, dual pulse
induction hardening (DPIH), an. Allison pro-
prietary process, would be employed to indue-
lion surface harden the gear and spline teeth as
the final step in the multi-metal sun gear man-
ufacturing process. A second set of demon-
stration sun gears would be manufactured
employing conventional gas carburizing to

,0003 A·a

If------------. 12.850 --------------l
0003 A-B ,

St!*

WeldS

• Ex. 148797 - 9310 (ASM 6265) Gas Carburized Steel or
Ex 148798 - D6ac (AMS 6431) induction Hardened Steel

Fig. 12 - Allison 250·817F mull i-rnetal slIn gear shaft weld locations.



prefabricated 9310 aUoy steel gear and spline
components prior to the inertia welding fabri-
cation process and finish grinding of the sun
gear component.

Weld locations were selected within the
gear shaft so as to maximize the amount of
steel replaced with titanium and thus maxi-
mize weight savings. These weld locations are
presented in the schematic gear shaft cross
section of Fig. 12. The welds involving alu-
minum interlayers (welds 1 and 2 and weld 4
and 5), were designed as conical welds with
the interlayer oriented at an angle of 30° from
the rotational axis of the gear shaft. Weld 3,
identified in Fig. 12, was simply a Ti 6AI-4V
butt weld employed in the fabrication process
to reduce machining costs and material waste.

The torsion test information previously
described was used to determine the allowable
torsional shear stress for the weld joints in the
multi-metal. sun gear, The failure torques for
the 30° torsion specimens were compiled, and
re ulting torsional shear stresses were calcu-
lated. The resulting torsion design allowable
stress within the interlayer was found to be
27.2 ksi. Analysis of the sun gear shaft pre-
dicted torsional stress in the shaft at the spline
end to be 26.3 hi. Since this was below the
27.2 ksi design allowable, no modification to
the shaft section thickness was required. Since
the service stresses at the location of the shaft
spline were considerably greater than those in
the region 0:1' the spur gear, the tri-rnetal weld
in the spur gear web was also expected to be
of sld'fici:ent. strength without increasing the
web thiclrnes at the weld location.

A lateral and torsional dynamic analysis
was performed at Allison. These dynamic
studies were conducted to verify that the tor-
sional and lateral natural frequencies were
located weUaway from the frequencies associ-
ated with normal operation. Sufficient margin
between the operating speed and both torsion-
al and lateral natural. frequencies assured no
excessive engine vibration or dynamic loading
of engine components.

Once the design analysis for the 250 sun
gear was complete, manufacturing procedures
were conducted in parallel for the D6ac and
9310 multi-metal gear shafts. The inertia

welding process parameters were developed Fig. ~5_ Spline end 0('9310 multl-metal demon-
for each of the five welds cited in the gear stratioa sun gear.

----- - - -------~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~~~~

shaft schematic of Fig. [2 ..
Two of the completed demonstration gears

are pictured in Fig, .13. In that photo the gear
shaft with 9310 alloy steel and gas carburized
teeth is shown at the top of the photo and the
gear shaft containing induction hardened,
D6ac gear teeth is shown at the bottom of the
photo. The geometry of the two gears is iden-
tical. Physical weighing of one of the finished
composite sun gear shafts showed u to weigh
1.75 Ibs., a weight savings of 28% over the
2.45-10. weight of the incumbent all-steel
component. The gear shaft with the 93 W alloy
steel teeth was inertia welded into the tri-metal
gear form using previously manufactured gas
carburized steel parts, The gear shaft with the

F.ig. 13 - Mu'lti.-metal demonstration sun gears
with gear and spline portions eomposed of 9310,
tnp, and D6ac. bottom.

Fwg. 14 - Spur gear end of 9310 multi-metal
demonstration sun gear.
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D6acaUoy steel components was fabricated
by inertia welding and completely machined
prior 10 induction hardening of the steel per-
tions of the part. Cia e-up views of the spur
and spline ends of the 93 W demonstration
gear are pictured in Figs .. 14 and 15, respee-
uvely, Fig. 16 and .17picture the internal pro-
file of the multi-metal weldments on the SpUT
and spline end of a demonstration sun gear.

One of the 9310 multi-metal sun gear shafts
wa. subjected to dynamic tre s characteriza-
tion at Allison. This work complemented the
analytical. tor ional and lateral dynamic analy-
sis previously described. The physical testing
associated with dynamiccharacterization was
designed to further verify that the natural fre-
quencies of the lin gear were located far
enough fromthe operating speed frequencies
so fhu no excessive engine vibration or
dynamic loading of engine components would
likely occur. Physical test results indicated the
composite gear shaft exhibited natural frequen-
cies very close to those observed ill the all-
steel production gear shaft. Since both the tri-
metal gear shaft and the incumbent all-steel
gear shaft exhibited very similar high frequen-

F'ig..16 - Segm-nc removed from spur gear end
of .D6ac raultl-metal sun gear fur m.etallugraphic
'evaluation.

Fig,. 17 - Segment removed from spline end of
D6ac mum· metal sun gc.ar fur meta'llurgj.eal eval-
uat'iun.

cy vibrational behavior, and s:ince no problem
has been observed in the long history of opera-
tion of the all-steel sun gear shaft, it seemed
sale to conclude that no vibrational difficulties
would be expected with the dynamically simi-
lar compo ite sun gear shaft.

The high frequency vibrational. behavior
imilarities between the multi-metal. composite

sun gear shaft and theall-steel versionof thaI
eornpenent wa alii unexpected finding lin light
'Of the significant difference in weight, 2.45 lbs.
versus 1.75 lbs. for theall-steel and multi-
metal sun gears, respectively, One possible
explanation for this observed v ibrational
behavior similarity is that, although the density
of titanium is considerably less than that of
steel (0.160 .lb/in.3 versus 0'.282 Ib/in.3), tile
difference in the elastic modulus of the two
materials (] 6.5 x [()6 psi for titanium versus 30
x 1.06psi for steel) resultsin a ratio of elastic
modulus/density which is virtually identical for
the two material .

Finally, one ofthe 9310' alloy multi-mesal
sun gears was ubjected to a 160-hour simulat-
ed flight endurance test by Allison in a BI7F
gearbox Lestrig. This test consisted of approxi-
mately 500 duty cycles, each consisting of idle,
take-off, cruise and landing service segments.
The multi-metal composite sun gear shaft. per-
formed without. incident and was undamaged
during the test. Successful completion of the
simulated fl:ight endurance test verified that the
multi-metal composite gear technology is uf~
ficienUy mature for incorporation iatoa fun-
scale engine development program and isa
viable candidate for retrofit, where feasible,
into existing power transmission and accessory
gearbox application.O
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CNC Basics
E. Peter Kovar

U. S. Tech Corporation
Chi.ca.go, :Il

and CNC machines are at the heart
of manufacturing today. They are

the state-of-the-~rt equiP.me. nt
everybody has (or is soon going to

get) that promise to [ower costs, increase pro-
duction and tum manufacturers into competi-
tive powerhouses, Like many other high tech
devices (such as microwaves and VCRs), lots
of people have and use them=-even uccessful-
ly-withO'ut really knowing much about how
they operate. But upgrading to CNC costs a lot
of money, so :it's crucial. to' separate the hype
from the reality ..

So what 3Ie NC and CNC anyway? How do
they work? What are their advantages? And is
upgrading my mechanical gear cursing equip-
ment really worth it?

What isNC?
Probably the most universally accepted def-

inition of NC is offered by the Electronic
Industries Association, which defines NC as
"a system in which actions are controlled by
the direct insertion of numerical data at some
point." This control can be direct wire orr a
number of other input media.

Numerical controls are inherently more
accurate 'than mechanical ones and usually
even more accurate than the machines they
control. It is important to emphasize that NC
was born out of the need for mass production,
but its greatest strength and efficiency is in the
production of small lots.

What is CNC?
The term CNC refers to a computer attached

to an NC machine .. This, Irnprovement makes
the machine more versatile, as programs can
now be stored in the computer's memory.
Instead of specially designed circuits executing
instructions, a general purpose minicomputer is
used, eliminating the specialized circuitry.

Th:is "softwire" or more correctly "soft-
ware" approach 'Offers advantages over hard-
wired systems. For example, features such as

canned cycles, maintenance diagnostics, stor-
age of part programs and error compensation
can be easily added via software. Some of the
more important features of a CNC unit are
memory. edit capabilities, an interrace (usually
a Cathode Ray Tube-CRT) with some sort of
input device (keyboard) and built-in diagnos-
tics capability.

CNC and Gear Machinery
Up unti] the mid-I 970s gear generation

equipment was controlled electromechanically.
The position of the axes in the machinery was
controlled bylimi.t switches. and gear geome-
try was controlled by change gears. The first
NC-controlled gear generation machines were
relatively simple point-to-point systems.

Gear machinery manufacturers were slow La

integrate NC/CNC technology into their
machinery. The markets initially approached
by the CNC manufacturers were the higher
volume users, such as lathe and mill manufac-
turers, and not the low volume gear machinery
manufacturers. As the lathe and mill market
became saturated, CNC
manufacturers looked
for other markets for
their controls. Even rel-
atively small markets
Hkegear machinery
manufacturers were
approached. In order to
make the machinery
work properly. some
special functions were
written by the CNC
manufacturers in order to duplicate the work Origin ofthe species:

Modified Fellows 72
traditionally done by change gears. In the early 'gear shaper with

years of CNC gear machinery, before these servomotors and
film input.functions were freely available. manufacturers

created their own hardware boards to duplicate
the gearbox "change gear" function .

Early NC hobbing machines (circa 1977)
were manufactured by the gear machine tool
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builders utilizing proprietary electronic devices
of their design, which were called electronic
gear boxes (EGB), Of less affectionately, the
"black box .." Some black boxe are still in use
today in order to fulfill special functionality,
but have been generally replaced with the elec-
tronic gearbox capabilities that are now built
into modem CNC controls.

Elimination of the !Electronic Gearbox
Up until .1980, hobbing machinery manu-

facturers who incorporated NC/CNC did so as
an add-on to their machines designed for
electromechanical control. In 1980 Pfauter
introduced the first gear manufacturing
machine redesigned for the CNC. Later, other
gear hobbing, shaping and finishing machinery
manufacturers introduced machines designed
for C .C, but still used their own proprietary
"black boxes,"

Development of system software-based
"black boxes" began at Siemens in the early
1980s. By the early 1990s, other CNC manu-

facturers, such as Allen-Bradley,
Fanuc and NUM, got into !he act,

The special electronic gearbox oft-
ware controls the rotary functions of
the gear manufacturing machines and
is somewhat complex. The electronic
gearbox. functions needed to be built
into the CNC system software before
CNC machines could attain the relia-

Dr, Frederick bility and ease-of-use of lathe and mill . After
Cunningham

the incorporation of electronic gearboxes into
the system software. the CNC systems became
more "stable" and no longer relied on individ-
ual manufacturers' "black box" technology.

CNC and system software, as supplied by
the CNC manufacturers, does not manufacture
gears "as is." Thi functionality isprogrammed
by the machine tooll builders or other third
party CNC system integrators. Nearly all the
advantages of CNC are software functions,
written to simplify the manufacturing process
and to increase productivity.

Software and CNC
There are four different major software pro-

grams running in modern CNC machines. The
first type of software i:s the operating system.
CNC manufacturers have replaced "black
boxes" and cumbersome change gears and have
added an entire range of additional functions by
building special. software into the modern

E. P,eler Kovar
is tile Vice President of
tis. Tech Corporation
and a recognized author-
it)' on CNC applications.
U.s. Teclr provides a
variety of high-end ser-
vices for CNC gear
I1IClchinery systems.
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CNCs. These functions can be compared to tile
system software used in personal computers-
for example, the DOS operating system.

The second type of CNC software is the user
interrace, or in PC terms, the "application soft-
ware." This software is placed "on top" of the
system software provided by the CNC manu-
facturers, Application software has many
designs, names, shapes and forms: the user
front end or menu, the conversational program,
graphical, user interface (Om), feedback
alarms, help screens. This entire range of bells,
whistles, communication capabilities and graph-
ics have made the modem machines easier to
operate, given them better performance and
enabled them to manufacture complex parts.

Each machinery manufacturer and CNC
integrator offer his own design of application
software. Gear machinery manufacturer are
now beginning to introduce user interfaces that
have a personal computer and Microsoft Win-
dows™-hased interfaces integrated with the
CNC Given the present level of technology
and cost, the utility and economic return for
these interfacesare now highly questionable.
The PC front end is still more expensive, slow-
er and more "buggy" than "CNC only't-based
user interfaces.

System integrators have also been looking
for a motion control system that will bypass
tile CNC altogether and use a personal. comput-
er for a truly low-cost motion control sy tern.
This solution has been elusive because of the
need for processing speed, built-in machine
standard hardware and software safety con-
trols, Customers and equipment manufacturers
currently do not wish to risk expensive work-
pieces and tooling all a less reliable PC system.

There is still lillie software standardization,
and new versions are continually being pro-
duced. Gear makers will generally have an
entire array of gear software on their CNC
machines, which has led to some training diffi-
culties, Today's software engineers have begun
to design user interface software thatis both
intuitive and graphically based, reducing train-
ing from weeks to hours,

CNCs use real-time multiple operating sys-
tem for multi-tasking. They are able to control
multiple processes at the same time (machine
functions, axis position, CRT display, etc.).

Continued on page 36.



'T he w~aving machine ~nd t~e player pisno=whet do they
.. have In common? Believe 'It or not, they are the first true
forerunners of modern numerical controls (NC).

In 1728: a Frenchman, Joseph Jacquard, saw a way to
improve productivity in the highly competitive weaving busi-
ness. He found that by punching holes in wooden strips he
could 'efficiently arrange and change patterns on his looms by
indicating when to change neadles and threads. Jacquard
patented his process and soon the entire industry changed-
precision and quality improved and prices came down.

One hundred and thirty-five years later, in 1863, the Pianola, I

or player piano, was introduced. It used paper tape punched in
patterns to play certain notes. This first known use of punched
paper was theforerunner of NC tape.

Fast-forward again to the late 194Os.John T. Parsons of the
Parsons Corporation (then the country's largest manufacturer
of helicopter rotor blades) was working on a project for devel-
oping machinery that would manufacture templates used in ,
the inspection of the contours of helicopter blades. Numerical
control b'egan with Parson's experimentation generating
through-axis curve data and using that data to control
machine tool motions. Modern NC history was made when
Parsons later coupled his electronic equipment with a preci-
sion jig boring mill.

Parsons, together with 118M,proposed a development con-
tract to the A.ir Force. In 1949, the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology agreed to help him refine this technology. Togeth-
er Parsons and MH developed several design and s.afety
checking teatures that are still in use today. (MIT actuallv
coined the term numeticstcoturoi}

In 1951 NC technology was successfully demonstrated with
a prototype· one-axis machine. In 1952 Parsons demonstrated
the first three-axis milling machine at MIT's Servo Mecha-
nisms Laboratory. These early machines were capable of high-
ly complex continuous path methods. (Only later were simpler
point-to-point machines developed.)

IFred Cunningham's Garage
Another pioneer of NC was Dr. Frederick Cunningham. Dur-

ing World War II. Dr. Cunningham designed fire control sys-
tems and range finders for the Navy. Fire-ccntml systems used
the newly developed servomotors to correct the aim of the
guns as the ships rolled at sea. The range finders used hard-
to-manufacture, non-circular gea.rs. After the war, being
aware of the difficullty in producing non-circular gears and
seeing that servo technology would be ideal in machine tool
controls, Cunningham begaln his research in the development
of NC machine tools.

Dr. Cunningham developed a non-circular gear manufac-
turing machine by modifyingl a Fellows n gear shaper, fitting it
with servomctors and using film as the input medium ..(See p'.
33.) He desiqned a unique system to control the cutter and
workpiece rotation and cutter feed simultaneously. One
impulse from each control signa,1 corresponded to one one-
hundredth of one gear tooth, two minutes of arc and 0.00025".
This stream of pulses would produce the gear.

The tape preparation process in Dr. Cunningham's NC was
quite difficult and time-consuming. The program was manually
calculated, put onto 16 mm film using 81 device he invented and
read by photoelectric cells. This electronic device made this

gear shaper the first numericaJly controlled gear manufactur-
ing machine ever built (and the first NC machine put into com-
mercial production.)

In the mid-1950s Dr. Cunningham put his continuous path
three-axis machine to eommetciel use in the garage of his
home. Several years later he qUtt his day job to devote himself
to Cunningham Industries, which at the time consisted of two
gear shapers, a small milling machine and some other machin-
ery in a small shop run by his sons. Few people were· interest-
ed in his gear shaper because it manufactured only highly spe-
cialized non-circular gears. However, the early continuous
path NC did impress some observers, especially because of its
simple elegance.

The original Cunningham NC machine· is still in production
today at Cunningham Industries' facility in Stamford, CT. Dr.
Cunningham died in 1979, never having received due recogni-
tion in the United States for his pioneering work. But his son,
Frederick E. Cunningham, continues the family tradition. He
has modified the control on the original Fellows 12 gear
shaper, and the original NC machine now uses a high tech,
low-cost control of his and his father's design. The updated
shaper is equipped with a Commodore™ 64 personal computer
and stepper motors and incorporates parametric quadratic
interpretation calculations to. manufacture non-circular g;ears
with the Cunningham trademark-simple elegance.

From NC to eNC
By the 1955 national machine tool show, early commercial

models of numerically controlled machine tools were on dis-
play. (Commercially produced NC gear manufacturing machin-
ery would: not appear on the market for tvvo more' decades.l

In the 1960s the market shifted from mass production to
smaller lots as consumer and industrial demand shifted toward
variety. NC met the challenge of automating general-purpose
machine tools for short-run production. Manufacturers began
to produce universal machines to replace the highly special-
ized machinery previously used. (It is still a popular miscon-
ception that numerical control is justifiable only for large quan-
tity production-justthe opposite is true.]

Numerical control rapidly evolved in the control industry as
well as in the machine tool industry. With the development of
solid-state circuitry and modular integrated circuits, the con-
trol size became smaller, more reliable and less expensive.
Although punch tape is still used as an input medium today,
computer numerical. control has largely replaced punched
tape technology. (Even today CNC memory is measured in
"tape feet" rather than maqabvtes.]

Today's CNC units evolved from the Direct Numerical Con-
trol (DNC) applications of the late 1960s. Early ONC systems
were capable of controlling a large number of machine tools.
They provided a form of tape ,editing at the machine tool site
and collectively controlled production. With the DNC system,
the tape reader was bypassed, and the machine was con-
trolled by a host computer.

Many companies were reluctent to accept DNC because
they felt it was nothing more than a replacement for a tape
reader and because the technology was quite expensive and
unreliable. As a result DNC was soon sidetracked by more
sophisticated computer technology, which allowed control
builders to incorporate computers into intelligent controls. 0



WHY CNC?
Genera' benefits for both' job shop aad automaled factory environments

+ Mechanical kinematics are greatly simplified, providing
easier maintenance; noise reduction; fewer parts for repair; easier
and faster repair in case offailure; higher productivity; higher
speeds and feeds; less heat generation and machine expansion; dry
cutting capabilities due to higher speeds; quick setup; less idle time
between changes in workpieces; easier, faster and more accurate
entry of data parameters; easier repeated setup because data
parameters are stored in memory.

+ Complex workpieces can be'made in one machine setup, using
multiple (gear,.tool. process, setup and cutting) cycles.

+ Modification of tool path is simplified-standard canned cycles for
crowning, end relief, taper, etc.
Custom specific cydes can be 'easilyedit.ed.

+ Machines have active (measured) or passive (estimatedl compensa-
tion for tool wear and temperature stability.

.. CNCmachines are capable of implementing standard computing
programs for the calculation of optimal tool usage with optimized
feeds and speeds and the prediction of quality and part tracking.

+ Inspection is simplified.

• Easier monill:oringlof machine status is possible.

+ Machines have extensive diagnostic capabilities.

.. Graphical user interface capabilities a,lIowoperators to view and
input part, process and tool data on screen in the same perspective
as they would normally view a,blueprint

+ Easier operator training, provided through help screens, graphical
user interface and conversational input.

+ Scrap reduced because of fewer errors in production.

.. Production planning improved because machines are less speciafizad.

+ Less space and smaller invantorv req.uired.

+ Menu input is easily switched between inch and metric.

Additiona' benefits for automated 'aCIOIY environments

+ Unmanned production capability; 12/24 hour production.

+ Automatic retooling and refixturing capability.

+ Networking capability {connection to host computer}.

+ Online gaging' capability with corrective feedback.

+Tool management capability in the CNt or coded on the tool itself.

+ Adaptiv,efeedand speed control capability.
Higher production output
Tool breakage monitoring.

+ Machine diagnostics with graphing capaailities.

+ Simplified interface to robot, gantry or other loading systems.

+Machines require less floor space due to simplified kinematics.

+ Access to,data entry screens can be'optionally inhibited.
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The third type of software used in CNC
machines controls the tool path of the
machine-the "parts program." This software is
the heart of the CNC and is provided by the
CNC manufacturers. (The program is in princi-
pie a code that in the past was fed by punch
tape because the NC did not have sufficient
memory.) The parts geometry is obtained by
keyboard input or communicated to the system
from a centra] computer and is fed to the parts
program software to instruct fhe CNC.

Tile fourth software, called the programma-
ble logic control (PLC),is imegratedmto the
CNC and controls the machine logic. Thms.soft-
ware code polices the machine functions. For
example, the PLC program will normally
check aU preconditions in order to start. the
pans program. It will also stop the machine .if a
door is open or if other safety devices are
tripped. The PLC program utilizes a standard-
ized coding scheme called the "ladder" pro-
gram. The ladder is programmed by a system
engineer who must fully understand the specif-
ic gear machine functionality ..

What Does the CNC Do?
Without CNC controls, a machine operator

must create a step-by-step procedure for mak-
ing a piece by deciding which surface to
machine first and planning all the motions, cut-
ter speeds and feeds to make the final product.
The product quality depends on the skill and
speed of the machine operator.

With CNC . once the procedure and tools
have been determined, the CNC machine oper-
ator makes the same part over and over in
exactly the same way without human interven-
tion. A skilled operator running a manual
machine will be cutting a gear at most 30-40%
of the time. With a modem CNC machine, cut-
ting time can be improved to 70-90%.

CNC does not totally eliminate the need for
skilled operators, If necessary, the operator
may still manually control the machine w~th
the use of jogging switches, hand wheels, or
Manual Data Input (MD[). This versatihryis a
benefit of the technology. Machinery can be
designed to run automatically or with a great
deal of operator interaction, depending on tne
customer requirements.

Why Use CNC Gear Machinery?
Many gear shops are 8tm quite happy with

their old electromechanical machines and won-



der why they should upgrade. investment in
flew gear-making machinery i quite expen-
sive, and there are arguments against it.

One problem. with. CNC is that the techno-
logical life cycle of each control is relatively
short, only about 10 years. The actual usable
life is of course much longer, but CNC, like
any microptocessor-based device. advances in
technology very quickly, and investment in
newer versions of CNC technology will again
be justifiable in about 10 years ..This would not
be much of an issue except that the mechanical
portion of the gear machinery has a much
longer life, up to 30 years, and can be extended
almost indefinitely by overhaul and rebuilding.

One reason for changing to eNC-based
machinery IS that current electromechanical
machines will not last forever. Furthermore.
these machines simply cannot manufacture
gears cost-effectivety anymore. Parts for
mechanical machines are also becoming harder
and more expensive to locate.

Although change is inevitable, many users
are putting it off as long as possible.
Changeover to CNC machines is not so much a
question of why as much as when. In order to
stay competitive.more efficient manufacturing
technologies need to be used, and in the gear
industry that usually means updating of equip-
ment incorporating modem CNC technology.

An .analogy can be drawn by comparing the
purchase of an old mechanical typewriter to a
modem. PC. The cost of Pes is tow, and tbeiJ
rehability is acceptable; plus, the PC can do
the word processing-and a great deal morel
Furthermore, the development. of user-friendly,
easy-to-use graphical and conversational. inter-
faces makes PCs easier to use aU the time.
Fewer and fewer reasons remain to delay the
move to CNC.

Anotller reason why a swnch is necessary is
that the parts that. gear manufacturersare pro-
ducing are much more complex (as compared
with only 20 years ago). and the tolerances are
getting tighter. New gear designs always seem
to push. the envelope of the CNC's capabilities.
Many of these advanced parts simply cannot
be made on electromechanical machines.

The level of operator and engineering per-
sonnel skills required to properly manufacture
these complex parts is considerable, and fewer
skilled gear makers areavailable, CNC-based

l
gear manufacturing, with the capability to pro-
gram and modify the tool path. does greatly
simplify the manufacturing process.

An additional incentive is lSO 9000. U.S.
gear manufacturers who wish to improve the
quality of their products know that CNC manu-
facturing techniques are a wise investment.
CNC manufacturing systems are especiajly
useful for shops that need to track each part as
it moves through their facility.

What About Retrofitting?
The question many job shops now have is

whether to buy a new CNC machine or perhaps
'One of the early generation 'OfNC machinery.
The answer may depend to a good extent on
the kind of macbine under discussion.

Converting a mechanical "change gear"
machine into a modem CNC machine is a cost-
ly proposition because of the relatively compli-
cated kinematics that need to be redesigned.
Only unusual configurations Dr larger-sized
versions of these mechanical machines, which
are generally expensive to replace with new
machinery, can be cost-justified. On the other
hand, updating an early NC/CNC machine
already designed for NC controls is a much
less painful proposition. Modern CNC mach-
ine kinematics are much simpler (think 'Of a
mechanical watch with gears compared with
the much simpler kinematics 'Of an electronic
quartz watch), and therefore 'easier to build ..As
CNC technology has advanced, the mechanical
portion of the machines has decreased.

Condusion.
Gear makers will not be able to avoid the

switch to CNC machines much longer .. When
the mechanical machines in shops are
scrapped, CNC·controlled machines will. take
their place, Gear makers who do not invest in
the technolcgy are faUing further behind and
widening the technology gap that will eventu-
ally need to be bridged. 0

Tell Us What You Think ...n you found this anicle of
interest and/or useful, please circle Reader Service
INumber A-50.
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How Many Mice Does It
Take to Design a Gear?
orthe Ma,nager's Gui:de to Gear !D'esignSoftware

You can use' anything from pencil and psper to' an "expert" system.
Which is best for you?

m ear design has long
been a "black art."
The gear shop's
modern alchemists

often have to solve prob-
lerns with a combination of
knowledge, experience and
luck. In many ca e. , trial
and error are the only
effective way to design
gear. While years of expe-
rience have produced stan-
dard gearsets that. work
well for most. situations,
today's requirements for
quieter, more accurate and
more durable gear often
force manufacturers to look
for alternative designs.

Many have hoped that
fa ter computers and more
powerful software would
prove to be the philoso-
pher's stone that could tum
so much guesswork into
de ign gold. While no com-
puter program can replace a
qualified gear engineer,
many software package
can help him or her calcu-
late equations, perform
stress and materials analy-
ses, produce computerized

Wmiam R. Stan

gear prints andeven suggest.
ways to optimize a design.

Mo I of the manufactur-
ing design world has
embraced the computer age
wholeheartedly, but the
gear industry has lagged
behind . One rea on is the
e oteric nature of gear
design-only a handful of
people across the country
know and understand it.
Most of the programs that
are useful for gear design
have been developed by this
handful fOI:their own use.

But 110 matter how hard
its members kick and
scream, the gear industry is
being drawn into the com-
puter era. While many
maller gear shops-and a.

fair number of large
ones-still calculate gear
designs with pencil and
paper, a lot of high-end,
high-volume shops have
gone to full automation,
with CNC machines, PCs,
CAD programs and other
computer design tools,

Two of the engines dri-
ving these changes are the

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
automotive and aerospace
industries. Earlier this year,
Chrysler announced a new
corporate-wide strategy
centered on IBM's CAT]A
software package. One of
the goals of the strategy is
to design their automobiles
completely on the soft-
ware. Already. Chrysler
exchanges CAD data with
more than 300 suppliers
and produces several of its
models entirely on the CAD
system. Also this. year,
Boeing unveiled its new
777 airplane, the first com-
mercial airliner designed
entirely on a CAD system.

Computer program thai
would be of u e to gear
designers can be divided

Managling a business
today is hard wor:k.
Let Malnagement Mat-
t.ers 'lend a hand.. Tell
us what management
matters interestvou ..
Write to us at P.O. Box
1426. Ellk Grov,e•. It
160009, or call our stafl
at '(708),437-6604..

Wlilliam R.Stott
is Gear Technology's
ASS(J{'ICJII? Editor.
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into three basic categories:
CAD programs. gear calcu-
lation programs and gear
analysis or "expert" systems
software.
A CAD Soft.war,e Primer

Essentially, CAD pro-
grams computerize the
drawing board. Instead of
drawing mechanical blue-
prints with a pencil and
paper, design engineers use
11 mouse, electronic stylus
or other input means to

software.
In addition to standard

two-dimensional drawings,
many CAD programs today
are capable of 3D solid
modeling, which allows the
designer to fully visualize
the part from any angle,
making obvious such errors
as interference.

CAD systems have defi-
nite benefits to someone
laying out a transmission
or an entire gearbox. By

MANAGEMENT MATTERS

Sam,plelgears drawn with PC Gears sobware.
draw a part on the comput- placing the gears, shafts,
er screen. Some of the
more popular software
packages mclude AutoCA~
from AutoDe k, IBM's
CATIA and CADAM pro-
grams, Intergraph's Engi-
neering Modeling System
and CADDS from Comput-
ervision ..Versions are avail-
able for PCs, workstations
and mainframes.

This digitization of the
drawing process enables
the designer to save a
design, modify a portion of
it and print it without hav-
ing to redraw the entire
part each time. Italso
aIJows direct downloading
to machine tools via CAM
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bearings and seals with .£1

CAD system, the designer
can determine whether
proper clearances are given
for each part and ensure
that the entire product is
rnanufacturableand easily
maintained once produced.

Some vendors have
developed add-on modules
for gear design in conjunc-
tion with CAD programs.
One example of this is
CnvtLOGIC's Power Trans-
mission package, which
works with the popular
AutoCADprogram. Power
Transmission selects app-
ropriate standard gears
based on the user's specifi-

cations, including horse-
power, speed ratio and
input rpm. However, this
program will not perform
calculations to determine
load •.stress and life capa-
bilities of the gearset. Pow-

er Transmission requires
the CIMLOGIC Toolbox
program, a general-purpose
geometry desig:nenbance-
ment for AutoCAD. The
price for the package is
$1,595 for DOS-based PCs.

However, the consensus
among gear experts is that
CAD systems are not all
[hat useful for deslgning
gears. While these pro-
grams are extremely pow-
erful and have been a boon
to mainstream manufactur-
ing design, they do not
come equipped with the
formulas necessary to com-
pute gear geometry. Given
the appropriate geometry. at

CAD system can draw the
gear, but Uris is an unnec-
essary step, says Kent
Reece. vice-president of
Van Gerpen-Reece Engi-
neering in Cedar Falls, IA
"There is no use for each
tooth drawn ona gear
drawing," Reece says.
"There's nothing you can
do with it. II's at waste of
the engineer's lime,"

Wllat's Out. There?
The number of kinds

of software available to de-
sign engineers may seem
overwhelming. Prices can
range anywhere from $100
to $10,000 or more, not
including the required
hardware, which can range
from pes to workstations,
to mainframes. There has
been no effort to produce a
standardized gear design

package for computers. A
number of gear shops, uni-
versities and consulting
firms have developed their
own software over the
years to su it their own
needs. The result is that
there is a great variety of
gear design software avail-
able, each package with its
own approach to the gear
design problem. With so
many choices, and with so
few of them aimed directly
at gear manufacturers,
computerizing the design
process can bea daunting
and confusing task,

While no one has writ-
ten a program that could
be the industry standard,
most of the commercially
available gear design pro-
grams are based 'Onformu-
las found in the AGMA
standards. In addition,
AGMA's Computer Pro-
gramming Committee has
been working for about a
year and a half on a pro-
gram that will perform cal-
culations based on the pro-
posed ISO 6336 standard ..
This program will make it
eas:ier for manufacturers to
compare AGMA ratings
with 1SO ratings, said
committee chairman
Michael. Antosiewicz of
Falk Corp. It's important
for AGMA to develop
such a program because
the standard itself is sub-
ject to interpretation, and
different programs migh:
produce different results,
Antosiewicz said.

AGM~ plans to sell the
ISO 6336 software some-
time after the standard is
approved by ISO and the
program itself is finalized.



'Gear Calculation
Packages

If you want to start
small, there are a number
of commercially available
packages created to per-
form some of the routine
caleulations of the design
process and provide easy
answers to certain design-
related questions.

One of the simpler pro-
grams available is the Gear
Professor from Computer
Sales & Maintenance, Inc.,
in Arden, NC ..The pro-
gram is primarily designed
for manufacturers rather
than designers. It calculates
the appropriate change
gears required on conven-
tional gear hobbing mac-
hines according to the gear
geometry provided. In
add:ition, the Gear Profes-
sor will calculate the
appropriate pin measure-
ments of a gear, allowing
the design department to
better communicate with
the manufacturing depart-
ment the exact geometry of
a gear. The program costs
$595 for the first copy and
$295 for additional copies ..
A new release that will per-
form calculaeions for bevel
and worm gears as well as
spur. and helicals is due
out sometime in 1995.

PC Gears, from PC
Enterprises in Sedona, AZ,
takes gear geometry and
cutting tool information and
produces animated drawings
of spur and planetary
gea:rsets in mesh, providing
the designer with. an imme-
diate idea whether there will
be interference, backlash or
undercut in the mesh.

PC Gears, at. $250, is a

relatively inexpensive tool
that CiID be of help to gear
engineers who needa fast

and easy way to check for
problems in their designs ..
In addition, a new release
of the software, Gear-
Works for Windows, will
be available early this year.

Another program that
will handle many of the
routine calculations in-
volved in gear design is
Gearpack from Software
Engineering Service in
Rockford, IL Gearpack
helps the engineer design
single gears or mating gear
pairs. The program will cal-
cuJate tooth thickness, out-
side diameter, root diame-
ter, gear lead and normal
diametral pitch from the
center distance and number
of teeth for spur or helical
gears meshing at parallel or
crossed axes.

In addition, Gearpack
presents a graphics screen
showing the gears in mesh
and demonstrates a step-by-
step rotation of the gears in
motion. Gearpack is avail-
able for $250. Software
Engineering Service also
offers. software to select.
change gears, calculate the
tooth fonn ofa gear when
the meshing gear form is
already known, and per-
form many other functions
related to gear hobbing,
inspection, grinding wheel
dressing and gear tooling.
AU the programs from SES
run on a PC.

Expert Systems
While programs that

perfonn calculations based
on A:GMA standards can be
of great help to engineers,
designing gears based on

CiNe Giear and
Hob Inspectionl Serviice
Process Industries, a leader in the manufacture of Custom
Gears,is now offering a gear and hob inspection service.

Using the state-of-me-art M! & M! Gear Arlaly~er allows
geometrical analysis of gear characteristics as well as
diagnosis and troubleshooting of gear problems.

IGear Inspect.ionl Includes:
Profile (ilnvolute) Form
Tooth .Alignment (Lead)
Tooth Spacing Variation
Pitch line Run-out
Evaluation
Outside Diameter Run-out

Let us help you prove the quality of your gears or hobs.
2 day inspection standard.
Rush Inspection provides. 24 hour turn around.

Ho'illnspection Inc'ludes:
Flute Lead
Thread Lead
Pressure Angle
Sharpening -

Please caIlSOO-860-1631 today, for more informationl

I· 38001 IN. IRiver Road'1 Schiller IPark, IL 60176,
I 800-860-1631

_, _ Proeesllndudrla, :FAX 708/&-71-6840.
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these formulas might pro-
duce gears that are noisy,
short-lived or prone to pit-
ling, bending. breaking or
fatigue. Several companies
have produced more com-
prehensive, "expert" sys-
tems for gear design, which
help designers produce the
optimum gear design for
specific applications.

Expert. systems help
designers along the way by
providing default values for

low contact ratios or 'exces-
sive interference, arise.

Fairfield Manufacturing
Company, Inc., of La-
fayette, IN,. is one of the
country's largest suppliers
of gearing andpower trans-
mission systems . Over the
past 25 years, Fairfield has
developed its own Gear
Design Software, begin-
ning with simple calcula-
tion programs designed to
run all a mainframe system

MANAGEMENT MATTERS

certain gear geometry fac-
tors. Also. they are capable
of performing stress, load
and life analyses of gear
pairs. Finally. expert sys-
tems will present the engi-
neer with warning signals if
obvious problems, such as
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and evolving to version
6.2, which runs on a PC
and is available from the
manufacturer or through
AGMA for $850.

Fairfield's Gear Design
Software performs data. rat-
ing, stress and life calcula-

tions for spur, helical, plan-
etary, bevel and spiral bev-
el gears. Calculations are
based on AGMA 2001-888
and publ ications of the
Gleason Works. In addi-
tion, the program has a
quick pin size routine, an
AGMA quality calculation
routine and a two-bearing
shaft routine to estimate
bearing life and help deter-
mine which bearings to use.

Despite its calculating
abilities, however, Gear
Design Software is not an
automatic design tool, says
Jim Damman, vice presi-
dent of engineering. The
program will warn you,
however, when obvious
problems in the design
come up-for example,
contact ratios less than 1,
excessive interference. etc.
However, it is entirely
possible to design faulty
gears with the program,
Damman said. The gear
designer still has to know
what he is doing.

Geartech Software, Al-
bany, CA,. sells a trio of
programs for designing and
analyzing gears. GearCalc
designs spur and helical
gears for optimum surface
durability and bending
strength. AGMA218 calcu-
lates power ratings and
tooth pining and bending
fatigue life ratings for
gears. Although the pro-
gram uses AGMA standard
218.01, which has been
superseded by AGMA
2001-B88, developers say
the calculations are still
acceptable for all gears
except those made of
Grade 3carburized materi-
al. Finally, Scoring+ ana-

lyzes the scoring and wear
probabilities for a gear et.

Geartech's programs
work closely in conjunction
with one another. A single
keystroke win take you
from one to the next. For
example, you could design
a gear set with Geartlalc,
check to see that it will per-
form as required with
AGMA218, and determine
if there are likely to be any
lubrication, scoring or wear
problems with Scoring+,

Geartech's three pro-
grams are available in a sin-
gle package for $2,490. The
software will run on a.
DOS-based PC.

Like the other expert sys-
terns, Diseng gear design
software from CIATEQ.
Queretaro, Mexico, tries to
make suggestions for the
best possible gear based on
the parameters provided by
the user. First, the designer
defines either a single
explicit value or a range of
possible values for gear
parameters, including ratio,
center distance, pressure
angle, and so 011. This
allows the user greater flex-
ibility in defining the
design problem. When
starting from scratch, there
is even a subroutine to help
the designer in the initial
sizing of the gears when
only factors such as power,
torque or speed are known.
Second, the designer de-
fines the performance re-
quirements of the gearset,
including p.itting hfe, bend-
ing life, scoring probability,
reliability level and the
potential operating condi-
tions. Third, the software
performs calculations based



0.[1 AGMA 200]-B88 and
supporting standards to
produce the gear design.

With the Diseng soft-
ware, optimization of a
gear design means going
back to the first and second
steps and changing the
variables. The software
saves the results for each
iteration, and it win pro-
ducea graph shewing the
relationship between dif-
ferent ..iterations for each
variable. This allows the
designer to see exactly how
changing each variable will
affect the various aspects
of gear performance.

The goa] of the software
from Van Gerpen-Reece
Engineering Co., Cedar
Falls, lA, is to produce
gears that are quieter,
longer-lasung, more effi-
cient or less expensive, A
typical approach for Van
Gerpen and Reece is to take
a gear set that works and
make it better, Reece says.

Van Gerpen-Reece's
complete gear design sys-
tem calculates tooth beam
strength factors, surface
durability factors and all
the dimensions required to
manufacturethe gears. The
designer can create non-
standard gears with either
standard or non-standard
tooling. In addition, mod-
ules are available for
selecting the appropriate
shaper, shaver or hob for a
gear, designing new tool-
ing, selecting the appropri-
ate master gear for inspec-
tion or designing a new
master gear if needed,

The bask Van Gerpen-
Reece gear design module
sells for $5995, A package

that includes modules for
cutting tool searching and.
design costs $10,000.
Additional modules are
available.

Universal Technical
Systems in Rockford, IL,
has more than 75 programs
for the design, analysis and
manufacture of gears.
UTS's Program #500 is its
main program for design-
ing gears. It can be modi-
fied according to the user's
needs, with options for
optimizing bobbed and
haped gears, for calculat-

ing sliding ratios and pro-
file modifications, and for
a number of other func-
tions. In addition. the com-
pany offers an engineering
calculation package called
TK Solver, which can be
combined with a large
number of gear-specific
calculation modules, in-
eluding programs 10 calcu-
late K Factors, determine
tooth thicknesses, perform
stress analyses, and calcu-
late the load and life rat-
ings of plastic or powdered.

UTS's software allows
an engineer to modify exist-
ing gear designs to produce
non-standard gears that !IJ'e
better than their off-the-
shelf counterparts, The
complete package for Pro-
gram #500 with all the
options installed cost
$12,000. The price for the
basic hobbed gear and tool-
ing design software is
$1950. TK Solver sells for
$595, with additional mod-
ules relating to gear analysis
available for $50 to $1,200
per individual module,

In spite of the capabili-

Ilns,pectsto AGMA or
o:JlNstandards wiith
computer analysis
Gear analysis 'is now simple anti
accurate with our Double-Plank

Gear RoHer and IBM compatible software, Inset shows Masler
Gear rolJ[ng with helical parallel axis component.
• Perform total composite, teeth-to-tooth, nick,

and runout analysis,
• Display component tolerances and analysis results,
• Computer indicates cur-et spec values.
• Analysis with AGMA or DIN Standard.
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Is till' !'iI'" gl'ar lit-sign

s...Itware that n'~ln~1II',igl1'
and nul jU';\ culculutev,

<lisa'llg \ L I
Is n'ally l'as~ III 11'1' in ~nul'

1'(', hel',llIW it permits
.....hil'\ ing high performance

result» ,inn" it is al", a
research 11101 1'01' allal~ tillC
1he infllll'lIl'I' or ('at'll ,ingll'

purunu-tcr \ urlutlun
ill t he H"" IIv,

diwng \ 1.1
\Iso has prelimlnarv

diml'llsjllning program
presvnted :I' a 'pn'a!1 "hl't'!,

di'l'lIg ,1,1
Has standard English and

met rir unit sy ..tern .. inl'llldl'd

Calzadadel Retablo150
Queretaro Qro., 76 J 50 Mexico
Phone (01152) 42·163429
(01152) 42·163809
Fax. (01152) 42-16-9963
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A design moduls, Iroml IUTS Software ,adjusts the mold ,cavity for
Iplastic or powderedl metall gears to allow for shrinkage.
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ties of these "expert sys-
tern." none of them is capa-
ble of replacing the gear
design engineer. Too much
of the gear design process
relies on experience and
knowledge of the field.
AU Right, I'm Still Con-
fused. How Do I Choose?

Uaforrunetely, choosing
a gear design system is no
easy task, The programs
mentioned in this article
are just some of the soft-
ware packages being used
today, Many individual,
companies use proprietary
software in-house, and
some consulting firms use
their own software to
de-sign gears for clients.

What this means is thai
it's going to take some
research to figure out,
exactly what witl meet
your needs. Not everyone
needs to go out and buy an
expert gear system. The
engineers at your company
may be doing just fine on
their own, but a simple cal-
culation program might
help them do their jobs bet-
ter, On the other hand. your
company may be design:ing
cutting-edge gears that re-
quire non-standard forms,
in which case you might
benefit greatly from an
expert system, In any case.
it's important 'to check as
many sources as possible
before deciding.

Once you have deter-
mined what type of soft-
ware you need, choosing
an individual package or
combination of packages
will also require a bit of
research. Each piece of
software is in effect a com-
puterization of the design

technique favored by the
programmer. especially
with the more advanced
expert systems. It is irnpor-
tant that you be familiar
and comfortable with the
approach taken.

Other factors that should
be considered before buy-
ing software include the
amount of training it will
require and the type of
hardware required to run it.
While most gear-specific
design programsare written
for the PC. many high-level
CAD programs require
workstations or more pow-
erful sy terns. 0

If YOII would like additional
information about any of the
cornpanie or product men-
tioned in Ilhis article, plea e
circle the appropriate Reader
Service number lis!ecl below.

AutoDesk. ~ A·S2

IATEQ A-S3

CIMLOGI'C '-54

Computer Sales
& Maintenanlle .A,-5S

Cemputervlskm mK A·S~,

Fairfield Manufaclul1ing A·57

Gearteeh Sortware A·SS,

.UM"'~ ..".., ,.." , A-,5!1

Intergraph A·60'

Unh'ersal
Technical Systems .A-63

Van Gerpen-Reeee
Engineering , A.·64

T'811Us What You Think. ...
If you found this: article of inter-
'est and/or useful, please circle
Reader Service INumber A·S1.



••• _INDUSllRY NEWS 1••• _

What's Going On Around Here!
IMetr1o'logyUpdate

A formal gear metrology research agreement has
been finalized between Penn State's Applied
Research Laboratory, the Office of Naval
Research, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology and the Department of Energy's Y-i2
Plant at Oak Ridge, TN.

The collaborative arrangement will work toward
establishing a calibration service for master gears,
developing advanced gear measuring techniques,
providing education and training regarding the use
of metrology in gear manufacturing and promoting
the development of a formal laboratory accredita-
tion program for gear-related measurements.

IElections
James S..Gleason. chairman and!C.E.O. of Glea-

son Corporation, Rochester, NY, was elected to a
three-year term on the board of directors of the Asso-
ciation for Manufacturing Technology at the annual
meeting in, Tucson, AZ. In addition to serving on
the board, Gleason will serve as second vice chair-
man for 1995.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
announced the election of its next president at the
ASME International Mechanical Engineering Con-
ference and Exposition in November. Daniel. T.
Koenig. senior vice president for manufacturing
technology of AA V1D Engineering, Laconia, NH,
will take office in June 1995.

Acquisitions
Santasale North America Inc. has acquired

Moulder HarweU Machine Company of Dorav-
ille, GA. Santasalo North America. based in Cam-
bridge, Ontario, purchased the Atlanta-area gear
company to provide a regional service center for
the southeast United States.

Moulder Harwell has l 2 employees and! sales of
$1.2 million. The company will continue to operate
under its existing name, but as a division of San-
tasalo North America.

New IISOI9000 CerUficatiion OIffice
The Quality Assurance Association 'of France

(AFAQ) has established a U.S. branch in the Chica-
go suburb of Schaumburg, Il, to provide ISO 9000
certification for companies in the United States.

AfAQ. an independent, non-profi.t organization,
is recognized as an ISO 9000 auditor by certifica-
ti.on bodies in North America, Bul"Opeand Asia. 0

ADVERTISING SECTION

LITERATURE MART
- - - --

Screw Machined iParts
Herzog GmbH & Co. is a
manufacturer of high quality
screw machined parts, includ-
ing gears, armatures, spindles,
connecting pins, elbows and
complete assemblies. All parts
are made according to cus-
tomer-specific requirements.
Henog is the solution for your
applications! For fwther intor-
mation, please contact Simon
at (502) 737-3983 or fax at
(502) 769-1875.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE #2.1

Free' NASA. Literature
COSMIC, NASA's 'Computer
Software Technology Transfer
Center, offers a free brochure
describing 15 computer pro-
grams in the general area of
Structural Analysis that were
developed for internal use by
NASA. These programs are
made available in source rode
form for reuse within the U.S.
Contact COSMIC, 382 East
Broad Street, Athens, GA
30602-4272. Ph: (706) 542-
3265. Fax (706) 542-4807.

Friction '& [nenia Welding
MTI produces Inertia and Fric-
tion Welding Machinery from .5
to 2200. ton weld force. Serves
aeronautical, automotive,and
military industries. This 48-page
brochure covers welding
processes, applications, machin-
ery, and monitoring devices.
MTI also has an in-house ser-
vice depanment, job shop, and
engineering/design services.
Phone: 21.9 233 9490
Fax: 219233 9489
Address: POBox 3059
South Bend, IN 46619 0059
'CIRCLIE :READER SERVICE 1122

The ICompllete' Gear Book
Gear Geometry & AppUed
Theory, by Faydor L. Litvin,
covers the moderntheory of
gearing, geometry, design and
computerized simulation of
meshinga.nd contact for
almost all gears; the geometry
for face-gear drives, double
circular-arc helical gears;
eNC app1icationsand new
approaches for tool design,
Preatice- Hall, 1994. $72.00 ..
To order call (800) 947-7700 ..
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SERVICE

GEAIR TOOTH
GR~NmN'G SERVICES

• Cost effective g'e8lr tooth grindi'ng
.specialists

• Bear manufacturers are our only
customers

• Prototype and production quanfines
• Capacity to 27.5" P.O., 3.5 D. P.
• Able to match delivery to your

requirements
• All service to ABMA. standards with

Ge"ified Gear Iinspection Equipment

PRO-GEAR COMPANV,INC.
23 !lick Road [)epew, NY 14043

Phone 17(6), 684-38n
IFax 17161684-7717

CIRCLE 1\-25 on, READER REPLY OARD

PFAUTER-MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS

LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP

1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950
Loves Park, IL 61132-2950

Phone (815) 877-8900
Fax (815) 877-0264

-I

COMPUTER AIDS

IGIEAR SOFTWARE
for

iDESIGNING, & MANUfACTURING:
SPUR ~ND HEUCA~ IG~RS:
and any other toothed f,orm-
Ilrill FI:lJtes,Spr'oc'kets, Worms,

Impeller Rotors, HODs,Ratchets,
Rolling, D.ies,etc.

USER, FRIENDlV-PRECISE IMATH

ASK IFORA, DEMO mSK

SD.FTWARE ENGINEEJR'INGi SERVICE

,I), 2801 Ridge Avenue
Rockford!, Illinois 61103

Fax/Phone(815)963-1760

CIRCLE A·28 on R~ADER REPLY CARD

IFOR OVER TEN YEARS,

lTHE LEA!DING SOFTWARE FOR

TiHIE D:ESIGIN,AND .ANIALYSIS

m: SPUR .AND HELICAL G.EARS

FREE. !D.EMOS AVAIllAIILE

GEARJEC!II SIlRWARE. [NC.
1017 POMOriA AVENUE

AlBANY, fA !94706
{5101524-0668

If you are not using the latest IBM
ccmpatlbleruser-friendfv" FlOTO·
SMART packag,e for your g'sar
testers, composite testers, lead
tasters, red liners, and other inspec-
tion systems, you need usl

With this service, which meets
AGMA standards, you will have the
latest in gear technology.

We can also supply a new RC-400
Gear lnspection System.

Call 11-8OG-81§..IU)fO
or Fax us at (513), 865-0656:

ROTO-TECHNOlOGY, INC.
351 Fame Road, Dayton, OHi

CIRCLE .0.-29 on IREADER; REPLY CARD'
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HELP WANTED

Clark Hurfh Component., II leading 'WOf'kIwiCie
drivetrain supplier 01oil-highway eq!lipmenl, Is, a
successful division of Cllrk Equlpmtnt
Compll1,Y. We, seek an ,experienced Parallel
AxiS,O.ear Specialist with a SSM!! or equivaJent
and;.8 minimum 015 years experience, witll back·
ground in iuS1i1yingand installing new ,capital
equipment Hands·on 'experience in bobbing',
shapillQ and shavtng a must, .along,with a general
undemlanding, 01 gear grtnd"mg.
Ws'cMerana.:(ceIIenI COIl¥JeIlsa!ioMle1lelil.s pack-
age. Send resume B_ndsalaJy ,requirements 'to;

r:'LARK·MUR'I'IO
CGMHN.N-uI

Raull1!8, Bol. sa. SlItesvDle, Ne21677·7804
Attn: Human Resources, DeptlllHI

If8X704-878-5682 .

Rates: line Classified-$30 per line. 8 lines per inch. $240' minimum. Classified Display (3" min.): lX-$52S. 3X-$495. 6X-$465. Additional per
inch: lX-S175. 3X-$J65. 6X-S155. Gear Technology will set type 10 advertiser's layout or design a classified ad at.noextra charge.
Payment: lFull payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or Visa/MasleICa!-dfAmcrican xpress number and expiration date 10: Gear Tech-
IIO/Ogy, P.O. Box 1426. Elk Grove Village, n. 60009. Agency Commission: No agency commission on clas ifieds, Materials Deadline: Ads must be
received by the 25th of the month. two months prior 10 publication. Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right 10 accept or reject classified advertise-
ments at hi discretion.
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HEAT TREATING

Cat,e'rp,i1111af®
Custom Ge,ar &

Heat 'Treat Se.rvice

• Qua'iity by Caterpililar

• State-of-the-art facil'ities

• Virtually any type of gear

Caterpillar Industr!al Products, Inc.
100 N..I::. Adams Street
Peoria, Illinois 61629·4355

u.s. POSTAL SERVICE STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT AND CJR.CULATION AS OF 9/29/94

Publication: Gear Technology. The Journal of Gear Manufacturing
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Annual Subscription Price: $4Q.00
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ICont.our Iinduction
Hardening S'p,eclialiists,

Spur, helical ,and bevel gears
Our gear hardening equipment
lnchrdes 3 NAJCO submercsd
process machines and 4 AJAX
eNG-controlled gear scanning
machines. We can also tool to
mast any production need,
Write for a free brochure.

American Meta'i Treatingl Company
1043 East 62nd Street
Cleveland,OH 44103

'(216) 431-4492
Fax: (216),431-1508

CIRCLE A·31 'on 'READER IREPLY CARD

'IDadvertise! in
G,earle,chnology

call (708) ,437-6604
for detaiills.L ~ ,.J

_alaTe & Extent of Circulation
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Paid and/or Requested Circulation 4 7

Mail Subscription 6,.858 6.737

Total Paid and/or Requested Circufation 6,862 6,744

Free Distribution by Mail. Carrier or
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and Other Free Copies 4,607 5.606
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A~DDENDUM

Watch This Space

IGood References
In the 7th Edition of the McGraw

Hill Encyclopedia of Science and
Techaology, 10 pages are devoted to
the subjects of Gears, Gear Cutting
and Gear Trains. The entries are
found between those on Gaviforms-«
"a smaUorder of aquatic birds that
contains a sin.g]e living family. the
Gavidae (loens)" and Gecko-"tlle
name for about 300 species of rep-
tiles that form the family Gekko-
nidae ..... " We trust the placement of
gears between loons and lizards was
the result of the constraints of the
alphabet and not an editorial com-
ment. Where's the SPCGE (Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Gear
Engineers) now that we need them?

Gearing gets more thorough treat-
ment (and more propitious place-
ment) in the 9th edition of Marks
Standard Handbook for Mechanical
Engineers, where 22 pages axe devot-
ed to it. The 24th edition of
Machinery's Handbook contains prac-

tically an introductory gear course
with a whopping 247 pages devoted

WEItt IN~IJJ~ Pot tJEW
Ctt.1VlEfELY CcMl:U[eRl'ZSb
'MM-lOfIloC.:tl£ It-l;. s,1f.,-reM
~\JJlJ C\j ~l)\.lcf FlaR
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Don't Throw Awav Those IBlueprints'!
They could be worth money some-

day, say, $30..8 mtHion. That's what
Microsoft's Bin Oates (who by the
end of the year wjllannounce the pur-
chase of the entire world) spent la t

November for one of Leonardo da
Viaci's notebooks containing ideas on
hydraulics, astronomy, geography,
geology and mechanics. The note-
book, written between 15'06 and 1508.
contains more than 300 illustrations.

Among other things, the Codex COIl-

rains discussions of the principles of
steam. power and engineering designs
for the snorkel and the submarine.

Christie's of London, the auction
hou elAat handled the sale, earned a
$2.8 mimon commission on the deal.

Y,ss, but Can IHe PI'ay en the
Company Softball Team?

The firs I. gear-cutting machine on
record was built by one Juane lo
Torriano of Cremoaa, Italy, who went
to Spain in 154'0 to build a large plan-
etary dock for Emperor Charles V. It
took him 31/2 years to build the clock,
which contained 1,800 gear wheels ..
According '10 a contemporary report,

Get Out Your Calculators ...
The following puzzle appeared in Sam
Loyd's Cyclopedia of Puzzles in 1914.
Can you find the solution? If not. the
answer will appear in our next issue.
(From M"r~ Joy "f Malhematics by Theoni
Pappas, ©1989. Reprinted by permission of
Wide World Publishmg/Tetra, San Carlos,
Califumia.j

"Every day he had to make ... more
than three wheels that were different
in size. number and shape of teeth,
and in the way in which they are
placed and engaged. But in spite of
the fact that this speed ismiraculous,
even more astounding is a most inge-
nious lathe that he invented ... 10

carve out with a file iron wheels 10 the
required dimension and degree of uni-
formity of the teeth ... no wheel. was
made twice because it always came
out right the first time."

(From Daniel J. Boorstein, The Dis-
coverers, 1983, Random House. p. 65.)0





C'omplefely Automatic
ID,ressingand Grinding

Gleason's CNC Spur and
Helleel Gear Grind'er provides
completely automatic dressing and
grindingl cycles, to ma-ximize
production rates, wheel li,fe, and'
gear quality whil'e eliminating
dressing guesswork. Ulilizing 'the
threaded-wheel generating precess,
you get continuously variable
whee'l .speed's from 0.-2500 rpm
for process Hexibilily. Bcxis CNC
lets you minimize, initial setup end
subsequent changeover lime.

We also offer a5-(txjs CNC
chamfering/deburring machine
and 01 eNC honing machine, as
wellcs our 130-year Iecdershlp in
machines for lbevel/hypofd gears.,
IBacked with worldwide support.
Call l·800.643·2770 or your
Gl'eason regional scles manager.

THIE WHIO,LE 'TOOTHI,., ••
AND INIO'THI N,Gi BIUIT THIE T'OOTHI.

"These' teeth need high-speed
hobbing with' high accuracy.
Get a Gleason 125GH Hobber."

:S,purand H'e'li'calGear
Manufacturing 'fechnolog,y

If you hob ana/or grind --
predsion gears, Gleason machines
can give you fasler production
response, higher qualilyossurance,
lower tooling costs, and more parts
per nour per machine. For starters,
Iher,e,'s. our high-rigidily CNC
bobbers,

High-Volume H'obbin.g••.•
in Small Quantities -

Now you can combine, high
speed and hig;haccuracy, with
10dGy's need for fast changeover
end versatility. All in one afford-
cble, highly~rigid eNC bobber thaI
you can run weI or dry. Use ,of
multj.gash hobs I'et you reduce cut-
ting cyde t,imes..And too~free hob
change [in seconds] gives you
Ihigh-u,plime, batch run capabiility ..

'With this gear, automatic
threaded-wheel eNe grinding
is the way to go. Get a Gleason
TAG 400 .."

I

"Gleason's ct«: chamfering!
deburring machine is made
for this job ."

PHOENIX f25GH 6-Axis CNC Hobber

TAG 400 8~AxJIJeNe Geer Grinder

The Gremon Works, 1000 University Ave., IRochesler, NY 14692-2970
[7161;73-1000 IFAX:17161;61~348
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